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SUMMARY

• Platforms are institutions that solve the problems of 
delivering a good or service, of clearing payments, and 
of creating trust between buyer and seller.

• In the past two decades, the physical locations in 
which transactions take place, such as the city market 
or shopping centre, have increasingly been replaced 
by online platforms. The platform revolution is an 
economic revolution as momentous as the Neolithic 
and Industrial Revolutions.

• The platform revolution is delivering reductions in the 
transaction costs of renting. New and different ways 
of partitioning short-term ownership have emerged. 
The shared feature of these markets is that they enable 
profitable means of commodifying excess capacity 
that until now could only be wasted. We pay for 
storage twice: wasted space, and forgone capital value.

• The platform economy is making more intensive and 
efficient use of resources that are otherwise idle. In the 
long run, the consequence will be a sharp increase in 
the durability and average life of those resources as 
they are replaced.

• By monetising the deadweight loss of queuing, new 
software platforms are capturing much of the value 
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that would previously have been wasted by the friction 
of transaction costs.

• Entrepreneurs can now move far beyond aspiring only 
to sell products or services. They can sell reductions in 
transaction costs alone.

• Services such as Uber are software platforms which 
make possible transactions that otherwise could not 
take place. Uber is a disruptive technology which 
sells reductions in transaction costs, enabling a wide 
variety of peer-to-peer exchanges and arrangements.

• The platform economy is making products and 
services that once did not exist, or were available only 
to the wealthy, available universally and practically 
free of charge.

• Some new software platforms are being prohibited 
by regulators precisely because they work better and 
disrupt the existing systems of cronyism. Regulators 
who place restrictions on services such as Airbnb 
typically ignore the real price signal being sent by the 
creation of the new platforms, which is that supply is 
being restricted. The correct solution is to set housing 
free to expand residential options.

• Regulators must embrace permissionless innovation, 
adopting a strong presumption in favour of allowing 
experimentation with new technologies and new 
business platforms.

• On the other hand, regulators must avoid outdated 
thinking about antitrust policy as focusing on market 
structure. Platforms, by their nature, are giants. Any 
platform is by definition a monopoly within its own 
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boundaries; in fact that is the advantage of platforms. 
The new regulatory framework must focus on limiting 
the power of platforms, especially their political 
power, rather than forcing inefficiency and waste by 
restricting their size.
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1 INTRODUCTION

This book addresses some recent changes in a variety of 
markets and business activities. The core argument is that 
more and more markets are ‘two-sided’, with consumers 
and sellers both actively seeking ways to transact. A 
common way to characterise two-sided markets is ‘peer-
to-peer’; the reason this is important is that two-sided 
markets are different from the traditional ‘price-taking be-
haviour’ models used in textbook economics. At the time 
this book is going to press, the global Covid-19 pandemic 
has given this transformation a new urgency.

The ‘place’ where many transactions occur was once 
physical, such as at a city market or a mall. But in the past 
two decades these physical locations have increasingly 
been replaced by virtual domains called ‘online platforms’.

One of the first attempts to model this phenomenon 
was Rochet and Tirole (2003: 990). As they put it:

Buyers of video game consoles want games to play on; 
game developers pick platforms that are or will be pop-
ular among gamers. Cardholders value credit or debit 
cards only to the extent that these are accepted by the 
merchants they patronize; affiliated merchants benefit 

INTRODUCTION
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from a widespread diffusion of cards among consumers. 
More generally, many if not most markets with network 
externalities are characterized by the presence of two 
distinct sides whose ultimate benefit stems from inter-
acting through a common platform.

I will argue that platforms should be thought of as selling 
reductions in ‘transaction costs’, or the costs of organising 
and consummating an exchange, rental or other market 
action.1 The three aspects of transaction costs that are 
relevant to online platforms are triangulation (finding 
information and other parties to transact with), transfer 
(the delivery of the product or service, and making the 
payment), and trust (the ability to rely on the terms of the 
agreement without resort to external enforcement).

In this setting, much of the action in exchange is ‘peer-
to-peer’. Owners and potential users of durables such as 
cars or flats find ways to share, with the transactions look-
ing like rentals. The value of these exchanges, taken indi-
vidually, is small, and can be blocked by transaction costs. 
Platforms act as matchmakers, or middlemen, a role that 
traders have taken since their very first exchanges thou-
sands of years ago. The difference now is that the match-
makers are selling only reductions in transaction costs 

1 One of the most general definitions of ‘transaction costs’ was given by 
Douglass North (1992), who described four components: measuring (by 
unit, by weight, or by period of time), enforcement (ensuring honesty and 
compliance with contractual obligations), ideology (attitudes toward the 
transaction), and ‘the size of the market’ (problems of scale, as well as 
transportation).
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and often have no direct role in buying or selling anything; 
they just help buyers and sellers in two-sided markets find 
each other and transact. This is quite different from the 
way that manufacturers are often conceived in academic 
economics (Evans and Schmalensee 2016: 2):

Traditional manufacturing businesses, for instance, buy 
raw materials, make stuff, and sell that stuff to custom-
ers. But matchmakers’ raw materials are the different 
groups of customers that they help bring together, not 
anything that they buy at all. And part of the stuff they 
sell to members of each group is access to members of 
the other groups. All of them operate physical or virtual 
places where members of these different groups get to-
gether. For this reason, they are often called multisided 
platforms. They’re places where all of these different 
groups can meet [emphasis added].

Platforms have always been with us, as a means of reducing 
transaction costs. But the dramatic increase in the impor-
tance of platforms in the last two decades is revolutionary.
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2 REVOLUTIONS AND DISRUPTION

Economic revolutions do not care what we think of them. 
For people who believe they are the centre of the universe, 
or for technocrats who want to pull strings and push levers 
to ‘run things’, that can be very disquieting. But failing to 
understand that economies are organic complex systems 
can cause problems that make things much worse. These 
systems have internal dynamics that operate independent-
ly of the will of the state, or of any individual for that 
matter.1 This book is an attempt to explain the dynamics 
of the complex systems called ‘platforms’ and to explain 
why, when platforms are working properly, we never notice 
problems in the first place.

We face the intersection of two great sources of turmoil 
for markets and society: the constant conflict over the de-
gree of state direction of the economy, and the profoundly 
disruptive effect of the new ‘platform economy’. Either of 
these alone would make for disquieting politics; together, 

1 ‘Complex systems’ in economics consist of sets of interacting individuals 
who may not be fully aware of their mutual dependence – who update their 
actions and strategies in response to the outcome they mutually create 
but that none may intend. This definition is given in Arthur (1999), but it is 
consistent with Hayek’s (1988) notion of the ‘extended order’.

REVOLUTIONS 
AND DISRUPTION
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they have the potential for wrenching and unpredictable 
change. In a recent article, Littlewood (2018: 444) tried to 
peer at least a little way into the future:

It is not often that I quote with approval the words of 
Tony Benn, the erstwhile leader of the Labour left. His 
vision of a socialist Britain failed in his lifetime, but as he 
said, ‘Every generation has to fight the same battles again 
and again for there is no final victory and no final defeat’.

He was right: the identical argument applies to the 
struggle for free markets. In a democracy the battle 
of ideas is never over. The triumphalism following the 
Thatcher and Reagan years and the fall of the Berlin Wall 
was misplaced: it turns out that the intellectual advance 
of market liberalism in the 1980s was not some perma-
nent Galileo‐like discovery changing human under-
standing in perpetuity. It was merely a protracted skir-
mish which is now being re‐enacted, not necessarily, on 
this occasion, to the advantage of those of us who favour 
free markets.

To win this clash of ideologies for a second time, free 
market proponents need to recalibrate the ammunition 
they are deploying. Simply stating that arguments about 
the market were addressed and resolved several decades 
ago will not persuade a new generation that big advances 
in state power are deeply undesirable.

No final victory; no final defeat. Policy reactions to the dy-
namism of market capitalism and democratic politics re-
quire agility in tactics and nimbleness of mind. This book 
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considers some of the implications, problems and prom-
ises of the new platform economy, and tries to make some 
recommendations for the future, such as it can be seen.

But the difficulties that we are facing have some impor-
tant precursors. The (probably apocryphal) story is told 
that one Ned Ludd, an apprentice weaver from Leicester, 
smashed two knitting frames after having been abused – 
the abuse may have been a whipping by his master, or it 
may have been mocking by local youths. But, in any case, 
the apprentice’s petulance was elevated to militancy and 
sacrifice by Lord Byron in his 1816 ‘Song for the Luddites’:

As the liberty lads o’er the sea
Bought their freedom, and cheaply, with blood,
So we, boys, we
Shall die fighting or live free,
And down with all kings but King Ludd!

Byron, by romanticising the Ludd myth, was reflecting a 
widely shared impulse to delay or impede – by violence 
if necessary – the kinds of changes that economists now 
call ‘creative destruction’. By 1810, the followers of ‘King 
Ludd’ were active in many parts of England, so active in 
fact that the British government deployed more troops 
against domestic revolution than it sent to face Napoleon 
in Spain.

One imagines an analogous movement, sparked by one 
Ur Ludd, about 8,000 years ago, when someone started to 
poke at the ground with a sharp stick, fashioning a hole in 
the loosened earth in which to plant seeds. Ur Ludd is likely 
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to have broken the stick and kicked the seeds about, hop-
ing to fend off the move to fixed agriculture and preserve 
the hunter-gatherer lifestyle. All the customs, all the ways 
of making a living and a life, that Ur Ludd – and Ned Ludd 

– knew, were bound up in an older way of doing things. The 
‘old way’ was very different, with hunter-gatherer clans for 
Ur and rural semi-feudal fixed agriculture for Ned, but to 
the extent that they thought violence might delay change, 
they were happy to riot.

Of course, real violence – focused and effective vio-
lence – typically relies on the active complicity of the state. 
The current apostles of King Ludd find ready allies in the 
halls of Congress, Parliament and especially in local gov-
ernment. With hindsight, we can see that the opponents of 
the Neolithic and the Industrial Revolutions were doomed 
to fail. But those battles were never really won and never 
really lost. Both revolutions corroded the cultural and eco-
nomic habits that people had taken for granted for centu-
ries. Both changed life for the worse, at least at first and 
for some people.2 But they happened, and before long, life 
started to get better.

2 yuval Harari called the switch from nomadic to agricultural life ‘ history’s 
biggest fraud’. He argued that ‘Rather than heralding a new era of easy 
living, the Agricultural Revolution left farmers with lives generally more 
difficult and less satisfying than those of foragers. Hunter-gatherers spent 
their time in more stimulating and varied ways, and were less in danger of 
starvation and disease. The Agricultural Revolution certainly enlarged the 
sum total of food at the disposal of humankind, but the extra food did not 
translate into a better diet or more leisure. Rather, it translated into popu-
lation explosions and pampered elites. The average farmer worked harder 
than the average forager, and got a worse diet in return’ (Harari 2015: 79).
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The new revolution, the ‘platform revolution’, is having 
its first effects right now, all around us. It will be enor-
mously destructive. In many ways, it will change life for 
the worse, at least at first and for some people. But it is 
going to happen, because this economic revolution, like 
its predecessors, does not care what we think of it. The 
revolution is happening because the economic logic is 
ineluctable. The purpose of this book is to explain what 
is happening, so that we can position ourselves to enjoy 
the benefits sooner, and perhaps mitigate some of the 
problems.

Transaction costs and commodifying 
excess capacity

In the early 1930s, while just beginning his work as an 
economist at what is now the University of Dundee,  Ronald 
Coase travelled to the US and interviewed a number of 
corporate CEOs. Coase focused on a deceptively simple 
question: economists talk about the value of prices and 
decentralised markets in organising cooperative human 
behaviour, but if markets are so great, why are there firms?

After all, no one comes home at the end of a hard day 
and says, ‘Holy cow, prices were in such a bad mood today!’ 
Instead, they say that their boss, an actual human, was in a 
bad mood. Workers do not receive signals from prices; they 
get orders from bosses. Firms developed in order to bypass 
the market mechanism, because using prices and markets 
can be ‘expensive’. The kinds of expense that Coase (1937) 
identified were dubbed ‘transaction costs’.
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Prices guide economic activity at some level, both in 
terms of the opportunity cost of commodities – someone 
else will pay more than the value of the use I envision for 
the thing – and in terms of the ‘profit test’, which forces 
firms to consider whether their actions are socially valu-
able. But at the level of day-to-day activity, prices never 
speak directly to most of us.

Imagine that I work on a production line, adding two 
screws to the wiring connectors on an appliance. I do not 
go to eBay to sell the incomplete frame, although I could. 
What happens instead is that the conveyor moves the ap-
pliance chassis to the next person on the production line, 
who attaches a cover on the motor housing, and so on, 
down the line. The next workers respond to the orders of 
the foreman, who decides which station on the line each 
person will occupy that day.

For those who favour planning of the entire economy, 
of course, this seems to suggest that it is a mistake to use 
markets at all; nations should be one big firm, as many 
socialists have been telling us all along. But that is not 
right, either. Prices and market processes really do make 
it possible to organise large groups of people across great 
distances, and with no central direction or personal know-
ledge of what other people are doing. Prices, the division 
of labour and market systems allow humans to cooperate 
better, and to have more stuff to use, to wear, to eat, or to 
play with than any other system. Without the division of 
labour, the creation of wealth and prosperity is limited, 
and can only be enjoyed by elites. As Adam Smith [1776] 
(1981) famously pointed out, ‘division of labour is limited 
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by the extent of the market’, so that the larger the number 
of entities trading in a market system, the greater the divi-
sion of labour, and the greater the wealth to be shared.

Owning, renting and the commodification 
of excess capacity

Coase’s observations about transaction costs are vitally 
important. As I previously argued (Munger 2015), if Coase 
were alive today he would ask, ‘Why do we own things, in-
stead of sharing them in common, or renting them?’ The 
remarkable thing is that this ‘different question’ has the 
same answer: transaction costs.

To see why, remember that the convention or norm of 
exclusive private ownership is a notable feature of human 
development. Over thousands of years, in myriad settings, 
the view became accepted that having an ‘owner’ of a piece 
of land or a tool or a firm was better than having those 
things owned in common. Why would that be? After all, 
Rousseau [1754] (1984) famously argued:

The first man, who after enclosing a piece of ground, 
took it into his head to say, this is mine; and found 
people simple enough to believe him, was the real 
founder of civil society. How many crimes, how many 
wars, how many murders, how many misfortunes and 
honours, might not anyone have saved the human spe-
cies, who pulling up the stakes or filling up the ditches 
should have cried to his fellows: Beware of listening to 
this impostor; you are lost, if you forget that the fruits 
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of the earth belong equally to us all, and the earth itself 
to nobody [emphasis added].

Today, it is now widely recognised that Rousseau’s roman-
tic assessment actually leads to catastrophe, the ‘tragedy 
of the commons’. But the idea of sharing is attractive, both 
because it’s cheaper and because human nature is coop-
erative. It turns out that private cooperative division of 
access can work, and that platforms can make it possible.

An owner of a secure property right can plan for the fu-
ture and steward the resource or capital asset. The right of 
an ownership claim also gives the owner residual and pre-
sumptive rights of control, giving both incentives and cap-
acity to ensure action is taken when contracts are silent 
or incompletely specified, or are breached by other parties. 
The owner or holder of these residual rights can therefore 
act unilaterally, without asking permission or having to 
negotiate contracts for use of the owned resource.3

Uncertainty and friction in getting things done are cen-
tral facts of life in any economy, so Rousseau was just wrong 
about the imaginary advantages of a system where ‘the 
fruits of the earth belong to all’. Private ownership is here 
to stay, in any system that works. But the distribution and 
exchange of contracts in how things will be used is a dif-
ferent question. In this book, I will use the word ‘sharing’ in 
the way that has become increasingly common in a variety 

3 The importance of these rights, and the convention of ownership, has been 
remarked on variously by many theorists. A diverse sampling would in-
clude Hume (1740), Demsetz (1967), Hardin (1968), Williamson (1975, 1985), 
Barzel (1989) and Libecap (1989).
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of applications and new businesses such as Uber, Airbnb 
and BlaBlaCar. The underlying asset being shared, through 
renting or some other process, is privately owned, and the 
interests of the residual rights holder are operating in the 
background. But the reduction in transaction costs implied 
by the new system fosters the commodification of excess cap-
acity, to the point where the use of the asset can be bought 
and sold separately from the underlying rights of ownership.

In effect, as every first-year law student learns in the 
‘ Introduction to Contracts’ class, ownership implies a bun-
dle of rights. Some of these rights can be shared, or rented 
out, and others are retained by the primary residual claims 
owner. That is why having a job and ‘renting out’ one’s la-
bour is not slavery; that is why I get to stay in an Airbnb for 
two nights and have exclusive use of the flat during that 
time, but the owner retains all the rights (and responsibil-
ities) of the residual claims holder.

So, why do we own, rather than rent? The answer is that, 
until recently, renting out – sharing the ‘temporary use 
rights’ portion of the property bundle – has been associ-
ated with transaction costs that overwhelm the revenue 
that could be earned through commodification. But that 
is not obviously, or definitionally, true. The ‘sharing econ-
omy’ is a wide assortment of apparently different ways of 
partitioning short-term ownership; the shared feature of 
these markets is that they enable profitable means of com-
modifying excess capacity that until now could only be 
wasted, or at best stored.

The choice of renting or owning, or occupying some hy-
brid form, is of course not solely driven by general market 
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conditions. The most important economic element of ‘dur-
ables’ is time. That is, we don’t want the thing itself as much 
as we want the stream of services or value we associate 
with the thing. I don’t want a hammer; what I want is to 
have these nails driven into a wall in just the place I want 
and at whatever time I might want it. As a result, I own the 
hammer myself and keep it in a toolbox, taking up space 
in my closet.

On a broader scale, I want living space and I want sub-
stantial control over that space’s security, temperature, 
lighting and location. I can obtain those things by owning 
the space; alternatively, I can obtain those things by rent-
ing, signing a contract that leaves residual control rights 
(and responsibility for normal repairs and upkeep) in the 
hands of the landlord.

The relative preference for renting versus owning ‘hous-
ing services’ varies across people and over time. But the 
cost, including the transaction cost, of each of the two 
choices also matters. The ability to borrow, the prospect 
of being able to sell the property, and the security of the 
neighbourhood are of great importance. Housing is not a 
commodity, like soybeans or pork bellies. Every residence 
is a local monopoly. The ownership of housing gives one 
greater control, and greater rights to the appreciation of 
the value of the property, but also comes with the responsi-
bility for maintenance and repair, and the risk of capital 
loss if prices fall.

There are substantial changes over time in the way 
people make this choice. As an example, consider the 
pattern of housing tenancy in England (Figure 1). The 
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‘social renters’ are perhaps a different category, as they are 
recipients of a state-sponsored subsidy. But of the private 
housing sector, the figure illustrates a substantial, perhaps 
even surprising, change in the modality of securing hous-
ing services over time. In 1920 more than three-quarters of 
English citizens lived in housing that was formally owned 
by someone else; by 1980 that figure had fallen to just over 
5 per cent. Conversely, in 1920 only about a quarter of Eng-
lish citizens owned the homes they lived in; since the late 
1970s, this proportion has consistently been more like two-
thirds of the total.

Figure 1 Housing by tenure in England: 1918–2019
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Source: English Housing Survey (2021).

If I am right that Coase’s question would be ‘Why do 
people own, rather than rent?’ and that his answer would 
be ‘transaction costs’, then what changed over the past 
century? There is a strong norm, dating at least back to 
Nobel economist Gary Becker, against reasoning from 
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preference changes as explanations for such wide swings 
in consumption patterns. Still, it is quite possible that 
people in the UK now simply want to own more than was 
once the case. Schoenauer (2003: 344–46) called this ‘do-
mestic revival’.

But the more likely causes can be inferred from the 
standard economic variables of changes in relative prices, 
changes in incomes, and changes in institutional arrange-
ments. As is detailed in Lomax and Callen (1990), reliance 
on mortgages from building societies in the first half of the 
twentieth century raised a variety of costs, some of them 
monetary but many taking the form of transaction costs 

– paperwork, inspections, difficulty in obtaining permis-
sions, and a lack of responsiveness to market forces – that 
made buying a home difficult.

Changes in the financial industry, reducing the nomi-
nal and effective price of home ownership, as well as in-
creases in family income, have spurred a dramatic reversal 
in the dominant form of ‘consumption’ of housing flows, by 
changing the ownership structure of the housing stock, as 
Figure 1 illustrates. Nonetheless, just as there was nothing 
permanent about the distribution of ownership–rental 
patterns of 1910, this could all change again. The prices, 
and associated risks, of owning land and buildings are 
substantial in many parts of the UK. Cheaper and more 
effective systems of renting could tip the own–rent distri-
bution back in the other direction.

According to the Local Government Association (2019), 
23-year-olds born in 1996 are half as likely to own homes as 
those born in 1976 at the same age. Furthermore, substantial 
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proportions of current owners feel stuck, unable to sell their 
homes and wishing they could divest themselves of mainte-
nance costs and the risk of financial loss.

This reveals the power of the Coasian analysis: the di-
viding line between one pattern of consumption, or pro-
duction, and another may not be the sorts of costs econo-
mists can write down in supply and demand curves. The 
relevant costs may be transaction costs, and significant 
transformations in institutional arrangements, based on 
platforms, can change everything in surprisingly short 
order. The reason people own consumer durables such as 
cars, houses, suits, shoes and stand mixers is that owning, 
maintaining and storing happens to be the most conven-
ient way to assure immediate and reliable access to that 
thing. That is remarkable and frankly wasteful.

We have to pay for everything twice: first in the value of 
the capital tied up in something that we rarely use, which 
just sits around gathering dust; and second for the cost of 
the space of storing the stuff securely, under lock and key, 
to keep other people from using it, while it depreciates in 
value. According to the Self-Storage Association (SSA),4 
there are nearly 1,500 self-storage sites in the UK, offering 
more than 42 million square feet of space for unused stuff. 
The total revenue of the industry, as reported by the SSA, 
was well over half a billion pounds in 2016.

4 Size of the industry. Self Storage Association (https://www.ssauk.com/in 
dustry-info/size-of-the-industry/). Interestingly, according to the SSA the 
self-storage industry, in the formal sense of large specialised units with locks 
available for rental, originated in London in 1979. The London origin and 
rapid growth of these services presaged the rapid growth of rents for even 
the tiniest flats in the London market. See also Cohen (2018) for background.

https://www.ssauk.com/industry-info/size-of-the-industry/
https://www.ssauk.com/industry-info/size-of-the-industry/
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What is it that is being ‘stored’? The word itself suggests 
the answer: ‘store’ comes from Old French, through Middle 
English, originating with the Latin verb ‘instaurare’, which 
means to ‘renew’. If I have a piece of cake, and eat it, it’s 
gone. If I have a power drill, and use it, then store it, it is 
‘renewed’. Storage means I can use my drill and have it, too. 
Consequently, we store stuff, so we can ‘renew’ our use of 
it in the future. In the West, we store bicycles, furniture, 
appliances and electronics in garages and rental spaces 
that are safer, more solidly constructed, cleaner and more 
comfortable than the median human habitation in many 
developing nations.

Cost in two-sided markets: who is 
buying and who is selling?

Defining ‘cost’, particularly marginal cost, has long been 
a vexing problem for economics. Many externalities, for 
example, are defined with respect to a divergence between 
private and social marginal costs for an activity. The 
technical problem has been made far more complex, but 
more important and technically more interesting, by the 
recent transformation of many production and exchange 
relationships by the emergence of the ‘platform economy’, 
which I take (primarily) to mean the commodification of 
excess capacity and the reduction of transaction costs in 
two-sided markets.

It is unsurprising that the platform economy has dis-
rupted the structure of manufacturing and retail busi-
ness, from Amazon to Zillow. The fifteen largest publicly 
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traded platform firms globally already have more than 
£200 billion in market capitalisation (Statista 2021), and 
the  fastest-growing firms globally have platform business 
models (Parker et al. 2016: 3). Continued improvements 
in cloud computing, the ‘Internet of Things’, and mobile 
devices enable the extension of platforms into increasing 
numbers of markets as well as the creation of new markets.

But perhaps the most disruptive facet of the platform 
revolution has been what some call the ‘sharing economy’, 
where the difference between consumer and producer/
seller is blurred. Commodification of excess capacity 
introduces an opportunity cost of storage and unused pro-
ductive function. One obvious example is Airbnb, which 
softens the ‘peak load’ constraint on total rental housing 
available in a location. In a period of a festival or sporting 
event, such as the Olympics, a large of number of consumer/
owners of housing services become renters of housing 
services, leaving town for a week or more while someone 
pays a high price to rent their flat. These ‘peer to peer’ or 
‘two-sided’ markets require mediation or brokering to re-
duce transaction costs, but given the profits available for 
platforms that can solve the problem the trend is likely to 
accelerate (Frenken and Schor 2017; Frenken et al. 2015). 
This ‘bottom line’ is actually simple: platform- induced re-
duction in transaction costs enables a rental market for ex-
cess capacity to emerge, generating gains from trade. The 
ability to monetise excess capacity may also induce some 
renters to become owners of the asset.

Figure 2 shows the number of individuals in the US 
aged 18 and over who have used, and are forecast to use, a 
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community-based online service that coordinates peer-to-
peer paid access to property, goods and services, in total 
and as a percentage of the US population. The point is that 
direct participation in buying and selling online has gone 
from less than 10 per cent to nearly 30 per cent of the pop-
ulation in less than a decade. What changed?

Figure 2 Sharing economy users and US population
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The answer is ‘transaction costs’, with the explosion 
of digital platforms. In his 1937 Economica paper, R.  H. 
Coase famously asked a difficult question: if markets and 
prices are so effective for value creation, why do firms 
exist? His answer was ‘transaction costs’, meaning that 
using the price system and contracts was expensive. 
Firms organise production lines as small, self-contained 
‘command economies’; each firm expands or shrinks as 
variations in transaction costs move the margin at which 
the last transaction organised internally costs as much 
as the next transaction organised through markets and 
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prices, or it can buy the input or service in the market, 
sometimes quite quickly, as innovations in informing, 
transacting and enforcing agreements emerge (William-
son 1981; Klein 2005).

The platform economy operates on a nearly identical 
logic, but on a different margin. Instead of ‘make or buy’, 
the relevant choice for buyers is ‘own or share;’ for owners, 
the choice is ‘store or share’. Many durable assets, ranging 
from clothing to kitchen equipment, and from lawn mow-
ers to electricity generation facilities, sit idle for much, and 
likely most, of their useful lives. Digital platform markets 
make excess capacity economically relevant by increasing 
the opportunity cost of idleness. Each unused minute in-
volves both storage costs and the opportunity cost rate of 
return that the durable asset’s owner could be earning on 
excess capacity.

But if the transaction costs of commodifying excess 
capacity are expensive, there are no buyers or sellers, be-
cause either (a) durables are simply something we pay to 
store, rather than something we imagine could produce 
revenue, or (b) durables are things we might forgo owning 
entirely and simply rent when we need them. 

Platforms that reduce the transaction costs of such 
market participants enable peer-to-peer exchanges that 
are immediate and dynamic. Until now, we have had no 
means of pricing the forgone use of excess capacity. But the 
platform economy simultaneously prices the opportunity 
cost and provides an outlet by which even very temporary 
excess capacity can be bought and sold with very little 
friction. 
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There is an interesting parallel here to a famous dis-
agreement in price theory, pitting Meade (1952) against 
Cheung (1973). Meade recognised that there was a com-
plex ‘ joint production’ between bees and fruit trees, with 
the marginal costs of fruit production dependent on the 
presence of bees to pollinate the flowers from which 
fruit would grow. Meade (1952: 57) claimed that the price 
mechanism could not handle this problem, at least not 
efficiently: 

[T]he apple-farmer provides to the beekeeper some of 
his factors free of charge. The apple-farmer is paid less 
than the value of his marginal social net product, and the 
bee-keeper receives more than the value of his marginal 
social net product.

Twenty years later, Steven Cheung investigated the eco-
nomic institutions surrounding the provision of fruit trees 
with pollination services, and discovered that the problem 
had in fact been solved rather neatly, with a ‘custom of the 
orchards’ that in effect required that each farmer contract 
with a number of bees sufficient to pollinate, on average, 
the quantity of fruit trees that farmer owned. This meant 
that while Meade was right that the exact location of the 
trees being pollinated was unclear – bees don’t recognise 
property lines – the average solution was approximately 
correct and the market functioned reasonably well with-
out coercive subsidies.

More important, for our purposes, the value of the 
honey produced differs substantially depending on the 
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type of flower being pollinated. Remarkably, the price of 
the service, and for that matter the ‘direction’ of the notion 
of the service itself, depends rather precisely on this value. 
In two-sided markets, it may not be clear just who is the 
buyer, and who is the seller, because what platforms foster 
is cooperation.

In the case of the bees (described by Munger 2007), 
almonds in California need to be pollinated, but almond 
honey is not very palatable and in any case the amount of 
honey produced is negligible. Consequently, in California 
almond growers pay beekeepers to provide pollination. 
But in Florida orange blossoms produce delicious, fra-
grant honey. And orange blossom nectar is plentiful and 
sweet; the result is that in Florida beekeepers pay orange 
farmers for the right to park their hives in the groves. The 
same ‘service’ actually reverses direction in terms of the 
net benefits to the participants, and the price system 
calibrates the marginal value and charges the relatively 
greater-benefiting party. But the price in either case is 
less than it would be if the service lacked the feature of 
shared production that had originally caught Meade’s 
attention.

I expect that fifty years from now people will look back 
on this era and be amazed at all the waste. Why do we pay 
for everything twice, once to buy it and then again to store 
it? Even a purely selfish person should realise that it would 
be more rational, and actually cheaper, to devise ways to 
share, because renting is cheaper than owning and then 
all the users in effect share the storage costs. Instead of 
closets and garages and parking spaces clogging busy city 
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streets, we could actually use that space, for people, for 
doing things.5

The answer is surprisingly simple: what looks like 
selfishness is just a consequence of transaction costs. We 
have stuff, and we store stuff, because doing anything else 
is more trouble than it’s worth. If I own something, I con-
trol it. If I want to rent, or borrow that thing, I am much 
more dependent on other people. They may break it, or fail 
to return it, and, besides, what if I want it right now and 
someone else has it?

Nonetheless, unless one is a miser or Tolkien’s dragon 
Smaug, most people don’t fundamentally want stuff. What 
they want is the stream of services that stuff provides, over 
time. So, if people own stuff – clothes, tools, cars, houses 

– rather than rent, it is because owning renews access to 
those services more reliably and at lower cost than renting. 
The important thing to recognise is that this preference 
for owning is not an essential part of human nature. It 
could change quickly, if entrepreneurs can work out ways 
to sell reductions in transaction costs. We only own stuff if 
the transaction cost of sharing is high. But traditional no-
tions of a buyer, and a seller, will often be blurred, because 
these transactions will increasingly be consummated on 
platforms.

5 The costs of regulations mandating minimum parking requirements for 
new housing are enormously expensive and fall disproportionately on 
the poor and middle class (Seibert 2008). And the potential gains from 
repurposing all that essentially wasted storage space are one of the most 
optimistic aspects of current city planning (Berg 2016).
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3 PLATFORMS AND OWNERSHIP

The entrepreneurs of the new economy are focused on 
making profits, just as entrepreneurs have always been. 
But for the first time in human history, entrepreneurs 
can dispense with selling products or services, and sell 
reductions in transaction costs alone. The important 
thing to recognise is that, from the perspective of buyers, 
consumers and users, all costs are transaction costs. The 
total costs of using or owning a thing are dependent on 
the particular circumstances of time and place for that 
commodity and that transaction. Economists often say, 
‘Demand curves slope downward’, meaning that price 
cuts lead to more sales. But for consumers, the ‘price’ is 
the sum of the monetary cost and the costs of inconven-
ience and queuing. So a seller can also sell more by lower-
ing transaction costs.

It is tempting to define transaction costs as all the 
costs of completing a transaction other than the costs of 
producing the good or service being sold, but even that is 
too simple. The notion of separating the good itself from 
the way that it is produced or sold requires ownership, 
but what most people want is the service the durable 
good provides. If entrepreneurship is now refocused on 

PLATFORMS AND 
OWNERSHIP
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providing brief access to the services of the good but not 
ownership of the good itself, the whole notion of ‘cost’ is 
confused.

What is clear is that cutting the cost, either monetary 
costs or inconvenience of use, means, firstly, that people 
will buy more and, secondly, that more people will buy. It is 
easy to forget that many items, from cars to refrigerators, 
and from televisions to mobile phones, were at first only 
toys for the very rich. Producing these products at scale al-
lowed prices to come down, quality to increase and access 
to the product to be expanded to the entire population. 
But the actual cost on the price tag is only part of the story. 
If you can make the product more reliable, easier to use, 
easier to obtain, easier to find, or otherwise easier to buy, 
on any margin, you expand the number of people who can 
use that product.

Several Nobel Prize winners in economics, including 
Ronald Coase, Eugene Fama, Douglass North, George 
Stigler and Oliver Williamson, understood transaction 
costs as forces that blocked transactions more generally. 
This understanding was developed further in the literature 
of such scholars as Armen Alchian, yoram Barzel, Steven 
N. S. Cheung and Harold Demsetz.1

The problem of transaction costs provides the key rea-
son why entrepreneurship is so important: all over the 
world, ‘stuff’ is in the wrong place. That is why people ex-
change: I want something you have more than you want it, 

1 Among others; for a review see Cheung (1998) and also Richman and 
 Macher (2008).
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and you want something I have more than I want it. If we 
exchange, we will both be better off, with the same amount 
of stuff. Why is stuff in the wrong place? The answer is 
transaction costs.

We might call these entrepreneurs, selling reductions 
in transaction costs, the ‘middlemen’ in the platform econ-
omy. The reason that the platform economy is different is 
that many of the transactions that take place are actually 
‘peer-to-peer’, meaning that buyers and sellers simply use 
the platform to find each other, but negotiate and transact 
on their own. The platform seamlessly solves the problems 
of transaction costs that might otherwise prevent the ex-
change from taking place. To succeed, a platform middle-
man has to find a way to sell, literally to make money from, 
the reduction in three key categories of transaction costs:

• Triangulation: information about identity and location.
• Transfer: a way of transferring payment and goods that 

is immediate and as invisible as possible.
• Trust: a way of outsourcing assurance of honesty, and 

performance of the terms of the contract.

Any system that solves these three problems and facilitates 
exchange by other people is a ‘platform’. Platforms have al-
ways been with us, since the very dawn of civilisation, in 
ancient Sumer, in the city of Ur, in the large markets called 
the souk or bazaar. Without understanding that platforms 
are necessary to solve the three transaction cost problems, 
it is hard to understand why these large markets emerged 
and were popular. Suppose you have worked for a year, and 
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the result is thirty bags of wheat. you do not have much of 
a farm, because seeds were not very productive and there 
were few tools. So thirty bags of wheat is all you have got, 
and you need to exchange them for things you really need.

you are ten miles outside town. It would seem like the 
last thing you would want to do is carry that heavy grain to 
a place where many other grain sellers – competitors – are 
also selling their grain. you are going to lose because of the 
competition. Why do you not go way out into the country, 
in the middle of a field, and sell it there? The answer is: you 
would be in that field for a long time. Nobody knows that 
you are there with your thirty sacks of grain.

The souk is a platform. Buyers and sellers can find each 
other and they can agree on a price, because there are 
many buyers and many sellers. There is a way to deliver the 
goods, because everyone pays for their own transport to 
the souk, and then long-distance transport is facilitated 
by bundling all the products to be shipped into a caravan, 
which can be managed and defended more cheaply than 
many separate shipments. And we trust each other, in at 
least a limited way, because there are opportunities for 
reputation and repeat business, and the rudimentary state 
provides security along the main roads and in this concen-
trated area. So, we have triangulation, transfer and trust, 
bundled in the souk. That is why people would go to a souk 
and not somewhere else.

That kind of market arrangement has existed for thou-
sands of years. In the 1970s and 1980s we might have called 
a similar arrangement a ‘mall’, a place where consumers 
could go and be confident that they could find, pay for, and 
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take delivery of many diverse products and services, and 
do so safely and with little fear of being cheated or robbed. 
But before that in the US, for several decades, an obvious 
example of a platform was the Sears catalogue. In the 
UK, people of a certain age may recall the British equiv-
alent: Littlewoods Mail Order, established in 1932. The 
Littlewoods catalogue, published by Sir John Moores, was 
immediately successful as the key mail-order platform in 
Great Britain.2

Littlewoods, Sears and other mail-order merchants 
were not selling stuff; each was selling reductions in 
transaction costs, in the three categories: triangulation, 
transfer and trust. The catalogue made something closer 
to peer-to-peer selling possible, with Sears acting as 
middleman to reduce transaction costs. Suppose it is 1920 
and you live in a small town in southern Illinois. There is 
a train that passes by on a railway now and then, but it 
does not stop. The only place you can buy stuff is at the 
town dry goods store, or maybe there is also a seed, feed 
and hardware store and they have a few dozen simple tools 
and implements.

2 The motto of the Littlewoods catalogue is perhaps the best short summary 
of the business model of the ‘middleman’ ever written (https://www.vin 
tagecatalogues.com/home-page):

We hoist our Flag in the Port of Supply, and right away we sail to the 
Ports of Demand—the Homes of the People. We intend to help the 
homely folk of this country, help them to obtain some of the profits 
made by manufacturing and trading … to save money on things they 
must have. This Catalogue is our Ship … staffed by an All- British 
crew … you won't find sleepy, old-fashioned goods carried in the 
LITTLEWOODS ship. Only the newest of the new goods—honest, 
British-made merchandise.

https://www.vintagecatalogues.com/home-page
https://www.vintagecatalogues.com/home-page
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That would be what Adam Smith called ‘the extent of 
the market’; that is the cooperation horizon in your world. 
Not much specialisation, or division of labour, is possible, 
because the transaction costs are too high. But out in the 
wide world, division of labour is exploding, both in the di-
versity of products and the economies of scale in mass pro-
ducing consumer products. Is there a way to deliver access 
to this huge, diversified market to your small town? Well, 
yes, because twice a year this enormous 800-page ana-
logue platform arrives in your mailbox – the printed paper 
catalogue from Sears, or whatever mail- order company 
served your home. There were, by 1897, more than 70,000 
different products listed for sale, some of them so special-
ised that the producer probably could not have survived 
without access to a national market. But the catalogues 
created that access.

Some of these tens of thousands of products were made 
by the seller. A few more were purchased and sold under 
contract by Sears. But a lot of them were just third-party 
items, made by producers to whom Sears sold space in its 
paper souk. The catalogue solved the triangulation prob-
lem because people could find products they did not even 
know existed, but now wanted to wear or use on the farm. 
The clothing was much more beautiful and fashionable 
than anything that a local seamstress or tailor could have 
provided.

Sears handled transfer as well. In fact, Sears specialised 
in reducing the costs of delivery and payment. Much of 
what Sears did was provide credit to people who had prob-
lems annually of coming up with enough money at the 
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right time, so Sears would loan money and then process 
the payments. The seller would get paid up front by Sears, 
which would act as intermediary waiting for all the buyer’s 
payments. As for trust, Sears gave an implicit guarantee. If 
the product didn’t work, they would refund it; if it arrived 
broken, Sears would take care of it. What that meant was 
that the Sears catalogue and the services behind it were 
a self-contained platform. Interestingly, once the Sears 
catalogue became a known commodity as a platform, the 
space of the platform changed over time to many bricks-
and-mortar stores. The Sears store was a smaller-scale 
(though only slightly smaller; many Sears had products to 
cover more than 20,000 square metres of space!) version 
of the catalogue. And the leading Sears brands, such as 
Craftsman and Kenmore, became revered in their own 
right for quality and low-cost service (Emmett and Jeuck 
1965).

There is another company, one we have all heard of, that 
updated and dramatically extended the Sears catalogue 
platform model. That company is Amazon. Amazon once 
sold nothing but books; in fact, in 1997 when Amazon 
launched its website, it had a plain but informative banner: 
‘Earth’s Biggest Bookstore’. If division of labour is limited 
by the extent of the market, Amazon recognised from the 
outset that the only limit on internet sales was being on 
Earth.

Just two decades later, you can still buy books from 
Amazon, but Amazon is the Sears catalogue of the twenty-
first century. Because almost everything that Amazon sells 
is manufactured by someone else. Amazon makes much 
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of its profit from renting ‘space’, using the software called 
Amazon Web Services (AWS).3 Amazon is a platform: I can 
find the product; I can identify price; I can search across 
different sellers very easily because Amazon is set up for 
these searches; I can arrange the payments, because I am 
actually paying Amazon and then Amazon pays the seller. 
Amazon is an intermediary protecting me from credit card 
fraud, taking the risk of fraudulent activity because it can 
spread the costs out over so many transactions.

Finally, Amazon has an elaborate and highly efficient 
delivery system. It is automating many of the stages of 
handling the products between the producer and the 
consumer. In the present environment, with a premium 
on social distancing and delivery because of the corona-
virus pandemic, the advantages of a ‘virtual’ instead of 
a physical mall are obvious. Since Amazon also handles 
financing and returns, the global pandemic is likely to be 
the final nail in the coffin of bricks-and-mortar depart-
ment stores.

The point is that the three aspects of transaction costs 
– triangulation, transfer and trust – are all handled, almost 
invisibly most of the time, by the Amazon platform. The 

3 AWS is a cloud-based platform, which can host and operate client websites. 
It takes advantage of the infrastructure used by Amazon – allowing search, 
payment, reviews and other ways of facilitating sales of products or ser-
vices. The resulting web experience of customers seems proprietary, as if 
the company has a stand-alone website of its own making. But much of 
the interior architecture piggybacks on the software used to operate the 
main Amazon site. AWS is used to run a substantial number of websites 
that have no e-commerce component; the only thing Amazon is selling in 
those cases is software and cloud storage.
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story of how Amazon went from being a bookstore to hav-
ing sales that have been predicted to pass Walmart by 2022 
is a story of understanding the importance of platforms.4

At the risk of pushing the analogy too far, Sears and 
Amazon both made ‘homes’ available on their platforms. 
Sears sold physical mail-order houses, with almost all the 
parts you would need to construct the physical building 
to live in. Amazon provides a ‘home’ on its servers for pro-
prietary websites; the URLs of these businesses look for all 
intents and purposes as if they are owned by the company 
selling the products. But in fact all the server, and much of 
the software and protocols for clearing transactions, are 
running through AWS. In both cases, the ability to pay for 
an individualised private experience without having to 
pay for the costs of designing the home from scratch and 
creating the parts represents an enormous saving.

But Amazon is not really set up for sharing.5 At this 
point, Amazon specialises in the ‘deliver-to-own’ model 
and it reduces the transaction costs of acquiring products 

4 What is Amazon? Zack’s Notes, 13 March 2019 (https://zackkanter.com/ 
2019/03/13/what-is-amazon/).

5 Though one must be careful, since Amazon Studios actually do produce 
the company’s own video content and the Prime distribution service 
allows seamless and nearly free ‘rental’ of that content. Prime Kindle 
likewise allows the rental of books. To the extent that the coronavirus pan-
demic advantages sharing, the very idea of owning may become obsolete. 
On the other hand, if sharing cannot guarantee safety from infection and 
so proves difficult to manage, the Amazon model may prove to be the sweet 
spot. Further, Amazon’s ‘cloud services’ are nearly one-third of the total, 
twice as large as Microsoft’s market share. This kind of ‘sharing’, where 
documents and resources are stored and edited in the cloud, represents 
another kind of sharing for which Amazon is obviously well situated.

https://zackkanter.com/2019/03/13/what-is-amazon/
https://zackkanter.com/2019/03/13/what-is-amazon/
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that we are going to keep and store. But we are on the 
verge of a new kind of platform economy that is going to 
make renting, or sharing, a viable alternative to owning. 
Remember, Amazon used to sell books; we have forgotten 
about that, because now Amazon sells everything. Ten 
years from now, we are going to say, ‘Uber used to rent a 
car and a driver, like a taxi company’. But Uber is arguably 
no more a taxi company than Amazon was a bookstore.

Uber can solve the problem of triangulation, transfer 
and trust for almost any product, except it is set up for the 
delivery and pickup of rental items. Uber could continue 
to deliver people, but the people could provide services. 
Maybe Uber will deliver food, as is already happening with 
Uber Eats. Maybe one day it will deliver power tools that I 
need for only a little while.

Of course, I don’t know if these specific companies will 
survive. But the model of developing a platform using mo-
bile smart devices, connected over a network of networks 
and running stand-alone modular software called ‘apps’, 
is likely to expand. It is easy to lose sight of that: the bat-
tle between Uber and the taxi companies is temporary, a 
distraction. The big battle is between something like Uber 
and something like Amazon, for platform primacy.

Selling trust raises the problem of antitrust

Of course, Amazon and Uber, or some other company 
that is just now being conceived, might all survive in 
this space. But there is a problem: platforms want to 
be big. Division of labour is limited by the extent of the 
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market, but so is the ability to sell reductions in trans-
action costs. The problems of triangulation and trans-
fer are both solved by scale: the more listings I have for 
products, the more both consumers and producers can 
take advantage of division of labour. Software that can 
clear 10,000 transactions a day can clear 1,000,000 trans-
actions a day almost as cheaply, as long as the platform 
can expand storage and bandwidth. But the third trans-
action cost category – trust – is where the real economies 
of scale kick in. It is crucial to have an enormous portfo-
lio of reviews, of information about agent reliability, to 
have  lower-cost transactions. So ‘trust’ in the sense of 
assurance of performance creates potentially crippling 
problems of ‘trust’ in the sense of natural, scale-induced 
monopolisation of the market space. That is a problem we 
are just now trying to address.

To put it in more traditional terms, trust assurance 
exhibits network economies, because if everyone uses the 
same system then all the available information is shared. 
When I go on Amazon, I can find dozens of reviews for 
most products, and at least a few reviews for even the most 
obscure product I want to look at. If some other platform 
tries to enter this market, they have to solve the problem of 
outsourcing trust from scratch, building up an inventory 
of customer reviews. you can’t do that until you have cus-
tomers, but you can’t win customers away from Amazon 
unless you have a critical mass of reviews, enough infor-
mation to solve the problem of trust.

Economists and regulators think of this problem as an 
‘entry barrier’. An entrepreneur might come up with an 
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idea for a new platform, a new way of selling access to ser-
vices or stuff through reducing the costs of triangulation, 
transfer and trust. But at the outset the app that makes 
the platform accessible will have no portfolio of reviews 
for trust assurance. From the consumer’s perspective, 
this raises the price of using the platform. In the case of 
some kinds of service, such as ride-sharing or apartment 
use, the cost of using the app without trust assurance in 
the start-up stages may be prohibitive: I do not care how 
cheap the service is if I worry about being robbed, raped 
or kidnapped.

Some of the same concerns, on a broader scale, are 
being directed at the monopoly features of social media 
sites such as Facebook, Instagram, Pinterest and Twitter. 
The reason they are so large is that we all want to have a 
shared platform for interaction. But that means that the 
usual threat of other firms entering the space, or con-
sumers leaving the platform, is not credible. Competition 
doesn’t have to be perfect to be effective, but it cannot 
be non-existent.6 It is likely that public policymakers are 
going to have to rethink the traditional notions of antitrust 
and natural monopoly, because antitrust policies conflict 
with the economics of selling trust and convenience in this 
new market.

6 A particularly strident version of this argument is Zuboff (2019). Some of 
the problems the book identifies are overstated, but it is true that current 
ideas of antitrust based on monopoly pricing may miss the larger effects of 

‘bigness’ in the market. Many of the firms Zuboff is concerned about offer 
their services free of charge, so the standard model based on deadweight 
loss of monopoly pricing is not useful.
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Platforms don’t sell stuff

That may come as a surprise to you, so let’s make something 
clear: you think Amazon sells stuff. It does not. It licenses 
software. The way it came to this was almost accidental. 
In an interview with Wired magazine, CEO Jeff Bezos put 
it this way:

Approximately nine years ago [in 2002] we were wasting 
a lot of time internally because, to do their jobs, our ap-
plications engineers had to have daily detailed conver-
sations with our networking infrastructure engineers. 
Instead of having this fine-grained coordination about 
every detail, we wanted the data-center guys to give the 
apps guys a set of dependable tools, a reliable infrastruc-
ture that they could build products on top of.

The problem was obvious. We didn’t have that infra-
structure. So we started building it for our own internal 
use. Then we realized, ‘Whoa, everybody who wants to 
build web-scale applications is going to need this.’ We 
figured with a little bit of extra work we could make it 
available to everybody. We’re going to make it anyway – 
let’s sell it.7

This is quite remarkable. It is true that Amazon original-
ly thought of its business as selling stuff, first books and 
later a wide variety of other things. But Amazon quickly 

7 Jeff Bezos owns the web in more ways than you think. Wired, 13 November 
2011 (http://www.wired.com/2011/11/ff_bezos/).

http://www.wired.com/2011/11/ff_bezos/
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realised that its real value was in bringing together buyers 
and sellers, providing a mechanism for clearing transac-
tions reliably and safely, and providing information on 
sellers that outsourced trust to buyers. Amazon just needs 
to supply the software and the servers. People who wanted 
to sell, and people who wanted to buy, would self-organise 
into complex communities on the platform.

In fact, for many apparently proprietary websites, it is 
not obvious that Amazon is operating anything at all. AWS 
is able to morph into what look like bespoke firm websites, 
all the way reducing the transaction costs that would have 
prevented these companies from ever finding customers 
in the first place. Thus, Amazon is mostly a firm in the 
middleman economy, because it mostly sells reductions 
in transaction costs rather than sharing products. But 
Amazon is sharing AWS, because software always has ex-
cess capacity. All you have to do is copy it and adapt it to 
the particular needs of a new customer.8

To understand the middleman economy, one needs to 
recognise that the kind of disruption caused by Amazon 
is just the beginning. There is nothing special about the 
transportation of human bodies; the Uber software is a 
new and extremely dangerous (to other middlemen) way to 
sell reduced transaction costs. Uber is not a threat to taxi 
companies as much as it is a threat to Amazon. Instead of 

8 In economic terms, software is non-rival in consumption: once the code 
is written, sharing it costs nothing more than the negligible expense of 
transferring and storing the code, and having some machine capable of 
executing that code. If it can be stored ‘in the cloud’, a service Amazon 
offers in ‘Drive’, then there may be no cost at all.
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having to wait two days for your book, or your new alterna-
tor if you are working on your car, or a power drill if you are 
going to assemble an Ikea table, you will go to Uber, select 
the product you want to rent, and the Uber driver will de-
liver it, perhaps also taking a human passenger along the 
way. When you are finished you can have a different Uber 
driver pick up the mixer that you used to knead the bread, 
or the beautiful espresso machine you used after the din-
ner party last night. you don’t have to drive, you don’t have 
to handle money, and the rental fee is very small because 
the density of transactions spreads the cost of the rental 
item out over many renters.

Everyone has had the experience of making three trips 
to the hardware store to fix a tap, or a doorknob. And we 
all own things we would be happy to rent. The only reason 
we do those things is transaction costs. New software plat-
forms that reduce the costs of triangulation, transfer and 
trust for one product or service can quickly be adapted to 
a variety of other products or services that none of us can 
foresee. What’s important about the platform revolution is 
that the ‘products’ are the reductions in transaction costs 
that will commodify activities, services and unused re-
sources in ways that until now have never been observed, 
nor even imagined.

Decentralised ‘retail’ ownership is too expensive

If people own things – clothes, tools, cars, houses – ra-
ther than rent the services that they provide, it is because 
owning secures services more reliably and at lower 
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transaction costs than renting. But that could change. If 
I have a car, and a few minutes, and you need a ride, there 
is a mutually beneficial deal we could work out. But the 
transaction costs are expensive. The value in underused 
apartments – and cars, tools and a thousand other items 

– is at this point latent, literally locked up in the form of 
stuff.

As was discussed earlier, exclusive ownership of the 
underlying residual claims is essential for the system to 
function. But resting on that foundation is the possibility 
of ‘sharing’ durable goods over time, by making the right 
to ownership of use a modular and separable commodity 
(Kiesling 2016). This kind of sharing is not the normal way 
we think of that term; ‘apportioning’ or ‘access’ might be 
a better description. After all, no two people ‘share’ most 
Airbnb rentals; I get the flat for these two nights, you get 
it for the following two nights, and so on. As Eckhardt and 
Bardhi (2015) put it, calling these activities ‘sharing’ is ac-
tually misleading:

This insight − that it is an access economy rather than 
a sharing economy – has important implications for 
how companies in this space compete. It implies that 
consumers are more interested in lower costs and con-
venience than they are in fostering social relationships 
with the company or other consumers. Companies that 
understand this will have a competitive advantage. For 
example, we are currently seeing the rise of Uber in the 
short-term car-ride market. Uber positions itself square-
ly around its pricing, reliability, and convenience. This is 
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encapsulated in their tagline, ‘Better, faster and cheaper 
than a taxi.’ In comparison, Lyft, which offers an almost 
identical service, positions itself as friendly (‘We’re your 
friend with a car’), and as a community (‘Greet your 
driver with a fistbump’). Lyft has not seen nearly the 
same amount of growth as Uber, and a contributing rea-
son is because they are putting too much emphasis on 
consumers’ desire to ‘share’ with each other.

Still, modular commodification of this sort, with flexible 
and sometimes highly divisible units of time of use, does 
result in a kind of organised collaborative consumption. If 
I rent a Lime scooter, and then you rent a Lime scooter, and 
then someone else does, too, we are sharing that durable 
transportation device, all using it in on the same day and 
only for precisely as long – down to the second on the time-
stamp of the barcode scan – as we want to use it. The fact 
that we don’t have to deal with each other is, as Eckhardt 
and Bardhi (2015) say, an advantage and not a drawback 
of this approach. I will use the word ‘sharing’ as a descrip-
tion of this sort of sequential temporal apportionment of 
access to use rights, with an underlying exclusive owner 
of residual claims, simply because that is how the word is 
often used now in the industry.

Even if you do own something, you can extract value 
from excess capacity by renting that thing out, provided 
we can solve the problems of triangulation, transfer and 
trust. Perhaps more importantly, even if you own almost 
nothing, you can still enjoy much of the value of ownership 
by renting from someone else.
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Sharing or renting is enabled by a set of developments 
that have only come together in the past decade:

• Entrepreneurship applied to software reduces 
transaction costs more than automation reduces 
production costs,9 for the same investment…

• Because of the availability of new software platforms…
• Operating on smart, portable hardware…
• Connected over internet or cellular networks.

Software programs in the sharing economy are both system 
(executing instructions) and application (storing, retrieving 
and interpreting information entered by users). Software 
‘apps’ play the same role in reducing transaction costs that 
robots and automation have played in reducing production 
costs in the ownership economy. As I said above, to con-
sumers, all costs are transaction costs. The traditional way 
to reduce costs is to automate to reduce labour costs, or 
otherwise cut money spent on production. The fertile new 
margin is using platforms to reduce transaction costs, re-
ducing both actual prices and implicit costs, and expanding 
the set of things that we think of as commodities.

So far I have defined a platform as any institution, real 
or virtual, that reduces transaction costs along all three 
dimensions. But it is useful to define the larger concept 
that so far I have only alluded to. The platform economy 
as a whole can be defined as: making more intensive and 

9 This process may be complicated by differences in the regulatory envir-
onment, of course. A recent summary of the ‘software is inherently more 
profitable than hardware’ view is Rambhia (2016).
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efficient use of resources that are otherwise idle, with the 
consequent modification in the durable and average life of 
those resources as they are replaced.

Platforms can sell anything because they reduce the 
transaction costs of selling everything that passes across 
the platform. But ‘sell’ is perhaps too narrow a conception. 
Wikipedia is a platform. So is a tool library. Neither involves 
rental or even the payment of rent. Let me explain a bit.

Wikipedia and tool libraries: beyond rental

It may take a minute to understand why Wikipedia is a 
platform. But it is a useful example precisely because it is 
outside the usual rental-payment-for-use notion of market 
cooperation. There are many kinds of exchange that a plat-
form can facilitate, and rentals are only one. On Wikipedia, 
the triangulation problem is that people sort themselves 
into groups based on their interest and knowledge. you 
can search for topics and subtopics that interest you or 
that you know a lot about, without having to know much 
about who anyone else is or what they do. you don’t have 
to go out and find people, because Wikipedia has already 
divided and subdivided topics, and you can always suggest 
new ones if you want.

The transfer part, meaning that the thing to be shared 
is delivered and received and paid for, is unorthodox but 
it clearly works. you can edit almost anything on Wiki-
pedia, if you have even minimal rights, which you can 
get by just signing up. your edits are delivered just by 
saving. Of course, your ‘service’ is only delivered if it is 
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accepted by the group that has authority over the page, 
which is other Wikipedia users. Someone else may edit 
your text, and an administrator or ‘sysop’ may delete all 
your changes and revert the page. But if you are serious 
and well-informed, your changes are likely to be wel-
comed, and incorporated.

The ‘trust’ aspect of Wikipedia is particularly interest-
ing. The creation of the text is group-sourced, but mem-
bers of the small communities who work on particular 
pages can identify each other, by their pseudonyms at 
least. If you are always just trolling or making malicious 
changes, your ability to suggest edits will be disabled. 
The group-sourcing of pages and subpages means that 
people are ‘paid’ with honour and esteem, respected as 
experts by others who are also experts, or perhaps just 
enthusiasts.

Wikipedia creates trust by the simple expedient of 
encoding a very low cost of exclusion of unwanted or 
incorrect material. If someone tries to manipulate an 
entry, or to introduce scatological or satirical content, it 
takes quite a bit of work to type and edit the ‘new’ entry. 
But the editors can, with only a few clicks, revert the 
entry to the last approved version. This asymmetry be-
tween the high cost of behaving badly and the very low 
cost of excluding those who behave badly is one of the 
chief innovations that have led to Wikipedia’s success 
(Shirky 2009).

Wikipedia is remarkably consistent, even adept, in 
being able to provide the three things that a platform 
needs in order to have this service. But nobody is getting 
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paid.10 We only pay with honour in a sense of voluntarily 
contributing to the public good. This is true sharing, not 
renting. If a community can reduce the transaction costs 
of voluntary provision of public goods, new platforms such 
as Wikipedia may proliferate. And the idea that there must 
some kind of fee for service may start to disappear. There 
are ways of sharing that are based on honour and our con-
sideration for other people – our desire to be lovely. Being 
part of a community that is expert on some subject that 
takes care of the Wikipedia entries on that subject means 
that a person has connections with somebody in South 
Korea, someone else in Europe, and so on. you have never 
met, but you are a community. This feeling of being part 
of something larger than ourselves is something that soft-
ware platforms can advance.

An interesting recent example, one that is largely oper-
ating at a level below public recognition, but which is none-
theless quite widespread, is ‘tool libraries’. It’s not pure 
ownership, it’s not renting, but it is cooperative sharing. 
And it doesn’t appear at all in GDP, even though voluntary 
private associations like this dramatically increase our 
wealth.

Suppose there are thirty of us, all of whom live in a small 
neighbourhood, or even in a single block of a densely popu-
lated city. What we share is that each of us has a tool, a dif-
ferent tool, for woodworking or car repair, or some special-
ised activity we are all very interested in. Then the thirty 

10 Actually, there is a thriving black market in creating Wikipedia pages. But 
the editors are vigilant about the practice, and examples are made of those 
who ‘post for pay’. For background, see Pinsker (2015).
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of us collectively have an extensive tool ‘shop’, though the 
shop doesn’t exist in any one place. An organisation called 
Localtools.org provides software for groups of people to 
use to share tools, and to do it in a way that dramatically 
reduces the cost of having a well-stocked workshop. After 
all, good tools, especially specialised tools, are expensive, 
and it is the nature of highly specialised tools that most of 
us don’t need them very often. But the right tool, exactly 
the right tool, is often indispensable for doing a task, or for 
doing it well.

A local group can form an ad hoc platform if members 
can solve the problems of finding each other, registering 
which tools are available (triangulation), making it pos-
sible to reserve one or several tools, effecting the delivery 
and return of the tool (transfer) and using sensors con-
nected to software that measures abuse or damage to the 
tool, with a time stamp to attribute responsibility (trust). 
Each member of the group can have better tools than any 
of them could have afforded individually. This kind of or-
ganised sharing is enormously beneficial, because it also 
reduces storage costs dramatically. There are problems 
to be solved, but rapid progress is being made in solving 
sharing problems using ad hoc platforms on open source 
software.11

11 https://makezine.com/2012/05/29/how-to-start-a-tool-lending-library/

https://localtools.org/
https://makezine.com/2012/05/29/how-to-start-a-tool-lending-library/
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4 COMMODIFYING EXCESS CAPACITY

In my book, Tomorrow 3.0, I claimed that there are two 
different factors at work in the economic changes we see 
around us: selling reductions in transaction costs and 
commodifying excess capacity. Transaction costs are the 
expenses, including time, inconvenience and actual pay-
ments required to use the item. Excess capacity means the 
proportion of the time, or the capability, of the item that 
is underused or idle, combined with the opportunity cost 
or forgone alternatives for which the item could be used 
during that downtime.

In our kitchen, my wife and I have many drawers and 
cabinets. These storage spaces are filled with silverware, 
knives, a variety of cooking utensils, pots and pans, dishes 
and bowls, and a big heavy food-mixer with various at-
tachments, including a pasta-roller and a sausage-grinder.

We use some of the cutlery (only a small percentage, be-
cause both of our sons have graduated from university and 
moved on to their own lives) once or twice a day, along with a 
few plates. We use a pot or two now and then, or a saucepan. 
The food-mixer sits there majestically, gathering dust. I have 
made sausage twice, in the past four years. (My wife finds 
sausage disgusting, and thinks that making it is even worse.)

COMMODIFyING 
EXCESS 
CAPACITy
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The forks and spoons in the silverware drawer are used 
only rarely, and we have far more than we need for any time 
except when we are having a large dinner party, which 
happens at most twice a year. That means that, most of the 
time, there is significant excess capacity in our drawers.

But it’s hard to imagine an app that could convert this 
excess capacity into a commodity, because the transaction 
costs are high compared with the cost of buying silverware 
and then owning and storing it. Not so for the food-mixer. 
It is expensive, rarely used, and the times when it will be 
used can be scheduled in advance. There are many apps 
that help people coordinate the use of appliances, but one 
of the most popular is peerby.com. Some of the apps in-
volve rental fees, others are more like libraries. Regardless, 
these apps are platforms that commodify excess capacity 
by solving problems of triangulation, transfer and trust.

The sweet spot for the explosion of growth in the econ-
omy of Tomorrow 3.0 is products that, and service providers 
who, have high excess capacity and value, but for which 
current arrangements of ownership and use produce high 
transaction costs. The reason that this is the sweet spot is 
that these items are not already thought of as commod-
ities, but a clever and highly functional smartphone app 
can commoditise them taking advantage of the latent 
value just sitting around.

Unsurprisingly, two of the greatest successes in the new 
economy are high value, underutilised durable assets: cars 
and housing. We need to reconceive idle resources as being 
costly: a car in a parking space, or an empty flat in Carnaby 
Street during Fashion Week, is as much a waste of value 

http://Peerby.com
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as allowing crops to rot in the fields. The difference is that 
someone who already owns and uses a car or apartment 
most of the time needs only to cover the marginal, rather 
than average, cost to make sharing a paying proposition.

To see the difference, imagine that you are at univer-
sity but are going home for the summer. you have a bicycle, 
which you can pay to store for three months, at £15 per 
month. you have already paid £200 for the bike, and you 
have that money tied up in it, but now you must pay an-
other £45 to have it there in the autumn. Imagine that in-
stead you could rent the bike out over the summer, for just 
£2 per month. you don’t need to cover the average cost of 
the £200 value of the bike, you just need to cover the mar-
ginal cost of having it available when you return. Actually, 
you’d willingly rent it out for free, to avoid the £45 storage 
costs; the extra £6 rental revenue is pure profit.

Companies such as Spinlister are platforms that offer 
this kind of service. Obviously, they have to solve the prob-
lem of finding someone who needs a bike, who is willing to 
pay, who can pick up the bike, or have it delivered, and who 
won’t damage the bike and will return it on time. The bike 
owner is ahead £51 at the end of the summer, 3 × £15 + 3 × 
£2, and someone got the use of a bike that would otherwise 
have been locked away.

Each of the first two great economic revolutions – the 
Neolithic and the Industrial – were the result of the at-
tempt to develop new techniques for organising groups of 
humans and capturing the gains from cooperation. In the 
first revolution, the basis of the change was economies of 
scale in the technology of violence and gains from mutual 
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cooperation organised as specialisation. In the second 
revolution, the Industrial Revolution, the motivation was 
profit, and so the dynamic force was (at least in large meas-
ure) entrepreneurship.

In both cases, the extent of the gains from specialisa-
tion was limited by the horizon of cooperation. After the 
Neolithic Revolution the development of cities meant that 
cooperation was much cheaper within the walls or the po-
litical boundaries of what defined the area protected (and 
held captive) by political power. After the Industrial Revo-
lution the development of the technologies of production 
and exchange meant that the cooperation horizon was 
extended well beyond the city walls and the logic of mar-
ket exchange drove the creation of institutions for reduc-
ing the transaction costs of trade between cities, moving 
across political boundaries.

Markets transform the cooperation horizon from city 
boundaries to the ‘extent of the market’, or the limits of the 
institutions of currency, transactions clearing and trans-
port that human minds can create. Markets allow cooper-
ation and foster mutual dependence over huge swathes of 
territory.

But in a dynamic sense, markets also feed back into the 
size of the cooperation horizon. Increased specialisation, 
especially in the form of the division of labour in Industrial 
Revolution production lines, pried open and integrated 
markets that had been closed and divided. Lower produc-
tion costs ‘wanted’ to be global (and still do!); the result 
was a fundamental transformation in the way that people 
lived and depended upon each other. Instead of relying on 
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local sources, buying shoes, saddles, knives and food from 
neighbours whose faces and names were known, people 
came to depend on impersonal markets. Why would any-
one prefer an impersonal transaction to a personal one? 
If you ask them, they might say they don’t. But the logic 
of division of labour drove costs down and elevated the 
quality and variety of goods so much that no other form of 
organisation was feasible.

This bears emphasising: the most dynamic actor in the 
play of market drama is the entrepreneur. In a static sense, 
we might think that entrepreneurs correct ‘mistakes’ in 
the allocation of resources. A mistake occurs when a re-
source – labour, time, human attention, or commodities 

– is used in some activity A, but its use value would have 
been greater in some other activity B. The superior alter-
native might be some other use now, or a use in the future, 
discounting for the rate of time preference.

In this view, everyone is an entrepreneur, and every day 
each of us corrects mistakes in the environment around 
us. If Abigail walks into a dark room and turns on the light, 
then the room’s contents are rendered visible and so more 
valuable. If Abigail fails to turn on the light, and trips over 
the rubbish bin, that would be a mistake.

Of course, if Abigail turns on the light, she corrects 
a ‘mistake’, because now resources are more usefully 
employed. But she creates value only for herself. In this 
example, the problem is reduced to decision theory: Abi-
gail has some resources – the room, the light switch – and 
some tasks to perform where increased light would be use-
ful. The problem is to allocate existing resources or means 
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among known purposes or ends. There is no social aspect 
to this problem: Robinson Crusoe, alone on his island, had 
resources, including his own labour and time. All an indi-
vidual has to do is decide how to manipulate things to cre-
ate more value for himself. Robinson Crusoe could, all by 
himself, discover and correct ‘mistakes’, by moving water 
and putting it on plants that will otherwise parch, and by 
using logs he has already cut to build a shelter from the 
sun and rain. Crusoe was creating value for himself. That 
is an interesting problem, but it is not entrepreneurship.

On a larger scale, entrepreneurs correct mistakes, be-
cause everything is in the wrong place, or rather it is not 
yet in the best place. They take these actions with the 
self-conscious intention to create value for others, because 
creating new consumer surplus is the source of profits.1 
Entrepreneurs engage in market activity, a fundamentally 
social activity involving the voluntary cooperation of other 
people, perhaps many other people.2 In fact, the entrepre-
neur must create value first for those who supply his inputs 
and raw materials, paying more than input-owners value 
those inputs in their current uses. Then the entrepreneur 
must also create value for those who buy the products 
or services he creates, by selling for less than consumers 

1 Consumer surplus is the benefit to consumers from buying a product, 
measured as the difference between what the consumer is willing to pay 
and the price at which the product is available in the market. Since this 
benefit is neither visible nor directly monetised, in the way that profits can 
be seen and measured, it is easy to underestimate the benefits to the econ-
omy of the innovations that produced the profits in the first place.

2 For the problem of whether an exchange is ‘truly’ voluntary, see Guzman 
and Munger (2019).
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value the output. If the amount of revenues consumers 
willingly pay is enough to compensate the owners of in-
puts, and there is something left over to compensate the 
entrepreneur, then we know that net value has been cre-
ated for the society.

Israel Kirzner gives a classic description of the relation 
between profit, value and entrepreneurship, in effect ex-
plaining why there are no £20 notes on the Battersea Park 
Circular. If prices for the same commodity differ widely, 
it is possible to make profits through arbitrage (Kirzner 
1978):

The multiplicity of prices represented opportunities 
for pure entrepreneurial profit; that such multiplicity 
existed, means that many market participants (those 
who sold at the lower prices and those who bought at 
the higher prices) simply overlooked these opportunities. 
Since these opportunities were left unexploited, not be-
cause of unavailable needed resources, but because they 
were simply not noticed, we understand that, as time 
passes, the lure of available pure profits can be counted 
upon to alert at least some market participants to the 
existence of these opportunities.

Kirzner defined entrepreneurship as ‘awareness’, the con-
stant searching for profit opportunities. Entrepreneurs are 
constantly and energetically imagining alternative futures, 
new products and possible ways of organising production.

Imagination is a transient thought that transforms 
choice into the realm of the subjective, and the presence of 
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transaction costs is a hindrance, a friction, on this mental 
act of transport.

As we discussed earlier, this distinction is central to 
the working of entrepreneurship. Steve Jobs did more than 
arbitrage price differences; he imagined new products. As 
Jobs put it, ‘In the end, for something this complicated, it’s 
really hard to design products by focus groups. A lot of 
times, people don’t know what they want until you show 
it to them’.3

And Jobs was right, because he ‘showed them’ an iPod, a 
solid-state device that stored digital music and could repro-
duce it at high quality over small ear buds. The point is that 
entrepreneurs cannot rely on asking people what they want; 
entrepreneurs have to be able, in Shackle’s words, to ‘im-
agine’ a different set of choices being offered (Shackle 1979).

Before the introduction of the iPod in 2001, the Sony 
Walkman was a popular (and profitable) device. People 
could move around or even exercise while listening to the 
radio or to cassette tapes. At one point the Walkman cap-
tured more than 50 per cent of the mobile music market. 
But then MP3 players came along, and the medium (tapes 
or compact discs) was divorced entirely from the message, 
in this case digital music. And even though people didn’t 
know that MP3 was how they wanted to buy, store and 
carry their music, it turned out to be so. Steve Jobs and 
the Apple engineers imagined a different arrangement of 
productive resources. None of the resources needed to be 

3 Steve Jobs: there’s sanity returning. Business Week, 25 May 1998 (https://
www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/1998-05-25/steve-jobs-theres-sanity 

-returning).

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/1998-05-25/steve-jobs-theres-sanity-returning
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/1998-05-25/steve-jobs-theres-sanity-returning
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/1998-05-25/steve-jobs-theres-sanity-returning
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invented, and none of the digital processes for storing the 
music were especially difficult or innovative. But the pack-
age of features, the features that define the iPod and other 
products like it, was something new.

The problem is that the new technology wiped out the 
Walkman. Sony lost billions of dollars and was unable to 
offer a competitive product for several years. Sony laid off 
at least 10,000 workers and closed two large production 
facilities, causing at least 100,000 people to suffer signifi-
cant economic harm. That makes entrepreneurship seem 
pretty destructive.

Remember, the harm was intentional: it was not an ac-
cident. Apple had specifically targeted the Walkman, the 
then-dominant product, as the consumer electronic device 
they wanted the iPod to displace.4 It is easy to focus only on 
the apparent harm: the loss of Sony’s stock value and the 
loss of all those jobs. But that is exactly what entrepreneur-
ship and the associated disruption can cause. What this 
account misses is the benefit for millions of consumers.

Until now, entrepreneurship has generally taken the 
form of creating products, or new production processes, or 
new systems for transporting products that people want 
to buy. But the platform world will be different because 
entrepreneurs are turning their attention entirely to a 
function that until now has seemed boring. Many of the 
new entrepreneurs will be middlemen, enabling peer-to-
peer exchange or some other form of cooperation.

4 The Walkman had sold more than 4 million units in the UK, and nearly 60 
million worldwide (Guardian 2006).
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5 MIDDLEMEN: SELLERS OF 
TRANSACTION COST REDUCTION

I have argued that entrepreneurs, at least when they are 
pursuing honest profits, and creating consumer surplus, 
are morally admirable. But what about middlemen, the 
people who buy products and then resell them at a higher 
price to someone else? We don’t like middlemen, because 
they seem like parasites, buying products and then re-
selling them at a higher price, but without improving the 
product along the way. If they make profits, surely they 
don’t earn them. And in fact ‘cut out the middleman’ is a 
maxim of economy and prudence.

That criticism, though common, misunderstands what 
the middleman is actually selling. The middleman reduces 
transaction costs; that’s actually all the middleman sells. 
Remember, a transaction can only take place if the offer 
from a potential buyer exceeds the marginal production 
costs of the seller plus transaction costs. That means 
middlemen enable transactions that otherwise could not 
take place. Transportation, information, assurance of qual-
ity through brand name, financial clearing services – all of 
these are means of making possible exchanges or agree-
ments that otherwise would be blocked by transaction 

MIDDLEMEN: 
SELLERS OF 
TRANSACTION 
COST 
REDUCTION
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costs. Once you start to think in these terms, you realise 
that bankers, brokers, insurance sales representatives, de-
partment stores and the Sears catalogue are all examples 
of middlemen in one form or another. Far from being para-
sites, middlemen are essential for any complex market to 
function.

Consider a ‘widget’, a term economists use to represent 
a generic product. Imagine that Amelia owns a widget and 
would be willing to sell it for any price over £40. Cassie 
wants a widget and would pay any price less than £70. We 
can measure the value of the transaction to the consumer 
(Cassie) in this example: it is the difference between the 
amount that Cassie values the Widget (£70) and what-
ever price she actually has to pay. Of course, if the price is 
greater than £70, Cassie has the right to say no and to re-
fuse the transaction. But any price lower than £70 creates 
a value to Cassie; the difference between the price agreed 
on and £70 is the ‘consumer surplus’.

It is easy to miss the importance of consumer surplus as 
a driver of economic growth and disruptive change. Con-
sider a question that might seem odd to you, when you first 
hear it: how much would you pay for an entrance ticket to 
a grocery store?

The reason that seems silly is that we all ‘know’ that 
you can enter grocery stores free of charge; it only costs 
you money if you buy something. There are exceptions, 
such as Costco, but then if you pay the £35 per year (at 
the time of writing, for a full membership), you can use 
the store free of charge. But why is that? Cinemas charge 
(a lot!) for popcorn and drinks, but they also charge an 
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entry fee. Why don’t grocery and home supply stores 
charge an entry fee?

One answer is: they do! Big box groceries require parking 
at a distance, a lot of walking around, and then standing in 
queues that are long, and also slow because people have lots 
of items in their trolleys. Convenience stores ‘charge’ a lower 
price, in terms of transaction costs: you can just run in and 
buy something quickly. There is usually just a short queue 
and the store is small. you can buy a couple of items, pay for 
them quickly, and walk the short distance back to your car. 
But the prices in convenience stores are much higher. That 
means less monetary consumer surplus on every item, but it 
may be worth it if you are in a hurry and want to conserve on 
transaction costs (parking, walking to and from the store, 
queueing, and so on). The convenience store is selling you 
a reduction in transaction costs (time, travel distance) in 
the form of higher prices. Convenience stores exist because 
people are willing to give up some of their monetary con-
sumer surplus for lower transaction costs.

In the widget example, it seemed possible that there was 
a surplus available, because there are prices (say, £55) where 
Amelia would be better off selling and Cassie would be bet-
ter off buying, compared with the situation if the transac-
tion does not take place. To think of it another way, either 
Amelia or Cassie, or both, would be willing to pay something 
to be able to engage in the transaction. That’s what ‘surplus’ 
means: new value is available because everyone is better off.

But Amelia may not know where or even who Cassie is, 
and it is expensive to go looking. Buyer and seller may be 
physically distant, meaning that there are transport costs. 
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And the medium of exchange may be cumbersome, requir-
ing costs to clear the transaction if it takes place. These 
transaction costs may be £50 or more. Assume – just for 
convenience, it doesn’t actually matter – that the transac-
tion costs are split evenly. That means that Amelia will re-
quire a payment of at least £65 to sell the Widget and Cassie 
will pay at most £45. There is no price where the transac-
tion can take place. And because of this Amelia and Cassie 
may not even imagine the exchange and make no effort 
to develop institutions for reducing the transaction cost. 
In standard economics we might call this a ‘deadweight 
loss’, but in fact this sort of problem is everywhere in an 
economy. The potential gains from ‘correcting the error’ 
of Amelia owning the widget instead of Cassie are unseen, 
even though Cassie values the widget £30 more than Ame-
lia values it. It is important to note that transaction costs 
play the same role in economics that friction plays in phys-
ics: they are just dissipated and lost, like heat in an engine. 
But if the transaction costs are large, they can prevent the 
system from working at all.

We are missing the middleman, who sells reductions 
in transaction costs. Suppose that an entrepreneur, Coda, 
can devise a system that reduces transaction costs from 
£50 to £10, and can charge £5 to use this system. Then a 
transaction becomes possible, one that benefits all three 
participants, seller Amelia, buyer Cassie and the entrepre-
neur Coda. For example, suppose that Amelia charges £60 
for the widget; £5 of the purchase price goes to Coda for 
managing the platform, and £10 is lost to transaction costs. 
But Amelia still ends up with £45 and she will accept any 
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price over £40, so is better off by £5. The entrepreneur gets 
paid his £5, so he is better off. And Cassie gets a price of £60, 
when she would have paid £70, so she is also very happy 
with the result.

Is this just a theoretical example? Or could something 
like this work in the real world?

The middleman platform economy

Suppose you are walking through a neighbourhood in 
Knightsbridge on a weekend in August. Or December. If 
you look up, you’ll see lots of dark windows. Apartments in 
very expensive neighbourhoods are sometimes empty for 
a week or more, meaning that people are paying £1,000 per 
week to store dishes and furniture. In fact, they are paying 
for locks, cameras and a doorman to make sure no one else 
uses any part of this space or this stuff.

But while these apartments are empty, the hotels are 
full and some visitors have to stay far out of the city, in 
Brent Cross or West Croydon. If the people who want a 
place to stay could just find someone who has a place, or 
a spare room, a mutually beneficial exchange could be ar-
ranged. But the transaction costs are prohibitive. It is hard 
to find a person you can trust, or even to find a person at 
all, who wants to pay rent for your apartment, or to find 
someone who has an apartment, or to arrange a price, or 
to arrange payment. Since the transaction costs are so 
high, no transactions take place.

Suppose you drive around the City, the financial dis-
trict in London. If you stop at the corner of Wood Street 
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and London Wall, you will notice there are several large 
parking garages within two blocks. They are full, too, most 
days, with thousands of cars sitting there doing nothing, 
but paying £3 per hour for the privilege. So, everyone is 
paying twice, first to own the car and then for land to store 
the car. They use the car for about 90 minutes a day, and 
otherwise store it in their home garage or on the street. All 
that space could be used for cycle lanes or parks or apart-
ments, or something.

The reason to emphasise these two types of ‘commod-
ities’ – housing and cars – is that they are in the sweet spot 
of high excess capacity and high (but reducible) transac-
tion costs. The reader will recognise the ‘sharing housing’ 
example as the value proposition for Airbnb and the ‘shar-
ing transport’ example as the value proposition for Uber 
or Lyft. These companies claim that they are not in (re-
spectively) the hotel or the taxi business, but instead just 
operate software platforms that reduce the transaction 
costs of facilitating exchanges that were always possible, 
and always mutually beneficial, if the transaction costs 
problems could be solved.

The reason that Uber and Airbnb are such useful ex-
amples is that they blur the line between owning and rent-
ing. Why do we own things, rather than rent them? It may 
be that we enjoy ownership, or because we are concerned 
about our personal items such as combs or toothbrushes, 
of course. But as was discussed earlier, we are more in-
terested in the services the durables provide, rather than 
owning the tools or the machines. I don’t really want to 
own a car, I want convenient, safe and reliable transport 
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services. I don’t really want to own a house, I want a com-
fortable, anodyne and attractive space to spend the night, 
or maybe a week, or five years. Renting may be less expen-
sive than owning, but many forms of transaction costs 
such as having to negotiate rent or repairs are reduced by 
owning.

To understand more concretely how transaction costs 
work, let us return to the example of Uber. It started as a 
taxi company (its name, at its 2009 start, was ‘UberCab’), 
but it is clear that Uber is actually a software company, 
selling reductions in transaction costs. Some people have 
argued that the reason that Uber has succeeded is that it 
avoids the costs of complying with the regulations, taxes 
and restrictions that affect ‘real’ taxis. And that may be 
part of the story. But it is also true that Uber is a platform.

• Triangulation: you can call an Uber very quickly, and 
both your location and your destination are handled 
by the software: you do not have to communicate with 
the driver, except through the software. Triangulation 
can be much easier with Uber than if you have to call a 
taxi, get three calls from the driver who does not know 
the area and cannot find you. Uber takes someone 
with a car, and a few extra minutes, and matches that 
driver with someone who needs a ride.

• Transfer: The process of driving and paying is much 
easier with the Uber software. The driver does not 
need you to give directions, because you have already 
entered your destination, which the driver can then 
use to navigate while you think about something else. 
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Of course, you may want to take a route different from 
that suggested by the software, but the software ‘sees’ 
accidents and construction bottlenecks that you don’t 
know about. Unless you have detailed local knowledge, 
the transfer process can be much better than the 
experience with a standard taxi company.1 Finally, 
after the ride is over, the driver is paid, and tipped, 
without you having to touch your wallet.

• Trust: With a standard taxi, all you can see is a small, 
fuzzy photo of the driver and the taxi number (in 
London, all you can see is the driver’s cab number; no 
name or photo is displayed, and complaints are not 
handled publicly). you are dependent on the hard work 
of faceless bureaucrats, people you can’t contact and 
who are completely unaccountable to out-of-town 
guests, to make sure the driver is competent, and the 
taxi is safe. The record of such bureaucracies can be 
pretty dismal. With Uber, you can take advantage of 
hundreds of other ‘pop-up’ inspectors: other customers, 
people with accurate and up-to-date information, who 
leave ratings and who care about making sure other 
people don’t have a bad experience. Further, you can 
see the name and registration number of the driver, 
without writing it down, because Uber stores it for 

1 The use of ‘The Knowledge’ as a description of something required for taxi 
drivers is famous for London’s ‘black cabs’. The detailed mental map of the 
entire London area is a daunting entry barrier for a would-be hack driver. 
Except that the advent of GPS, especially combined with continuously up-
dated information on traffic and accidents, can be nearly as useful as The 
Knowledge and is bundled free with the other services that Uber provides.
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you. you know the company has the driver’s personal 
and financial information. The system isn’t perfect, but 
‘safer/less rude/more comfortable than a normal taxi’ 
does not require perfection. Taxi companies, because 
of their complacency and highly regulated monopoly 
positions, are sometimes abusive to drivers and 
passengers alike, and have been remarkably resistant 
to improvements in customer service.

All three aspects of transaction costs – triangulation, trans-
fer and trust – may be much improved by using the Uber 
software instead of a normal taxi: even if GPS is no better 
than The Knowledge, it saves aspiring drivers two years of 
staring at maps and driving around London for no reason.

And that is just the beginning: the combination of Uber 
software, universal 5G wireless service and powerful mo-
bile smart phones can perform the same magic in a variety 
of other delivery and service transport arenas. Physicians 
can make house calls in rural areas; bearded hipsters can 
make artisanal pickles for delivery in Hoxton and Shore-
ditch; and grit-spreading trucks can be sent to the iciest 
roads in the remotest areas.

It is probably true that some of the value created by 
platforms such as Uber and Airbnb is the result of duck-
ing costly regulations (as Howells (2020) has described). 
But there are two problems with this critique, as Howells 
acknowledges. Firstly, many of the regulations are anach-
ronistic (because they were designed to solve problems of 
the 1970s) and overly restrictive (because they do more to 
protect producers than to allow consumers to enjoy new 
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ways of doing business). The solution is to remove those re-
strictions from existing legacy businesses, not apply them 
to the new companies.

Secondly, avoiding regulation is not the real value prop-
osition: the real value of the ‘middleman economy’ is the 
ability to make money by selling reductions in transaction 
costs. The best way to think of this is an analogy: software 
is to services as robots are to production industries. Once 
a platform is able to sell reductions in transaction costs, 
the original business model may be adapted to a variety of 
other activities that were unthinkable at the outset, and 
the existing service providers will find their world dis-
rupted, perhaps forever.

Back to transaction costs: why 
ownership is too expensive

In the world of the new platform economy, entrepreneurs 
will compete by selling reductions in transaction costs, 
and much more intensive use will be made of existing 
resources. As the revolution proceeds, products will be 
constructed to be much more durable and more techni-
cally adaptable, but the number of jobs where people are 
employed making products will plummet.

This will be revolutionary and destructive. Until now, 
throughout the Neolithic and Industrial Revolutions, the 
value proposition has always been to make more stuff and 
sell the stuff. If you could make stuff cheaper, or better, or 
add something new to the stuff people want, you could 
make money.
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I rent a large (10 × 20 square feet) storage unit and I pay 
nearly £120 per month for that space. In that storage unit, 
there is – among many other things – an almost-new out-
board motor. No boat, just a motor. That motor is worth 
£1,000, which is quite a bit of money. But I spend more than 
that every year just to store it. Why? The answer is transac-
tion costs. Or, to put it another way, organising exchange 
is expensive. If the exchange is expensive enough, it won’t 
take place. In fact, if exchanges are expensive, we might 
not even consider a variety of items or services as ‘com-
modities’ in the first place. This seems obvious, but it isn’t.

The father of ‘transaction costs economics’, Ronald 
Coase, began his life as an economist because he was puz-
zled. As was discussed in chapter 2, the question that puz-
zled him seems obvious, but once you start to think about 
it in the way Coase thought about it, it changes everything. 
In an interview, he put it like this (Coase 2002):

We were discussing the way that businesses were con-
trolled, and their plans were made, and all that sort of 
thing. On the other hand, [professors] told us all about 
the ‘invisible hand’, and how the pricing system worked 
itself, and you didn’t need any plans and so forth. It seems 
quite natural to me now, though it doesn’t seem to have 
bothered many other people: here you had these two 
systems operating simultaneously. One, within the firm, 
a little planned society, and on the other hand relations 
between firms conducted through the market. And yet, 
according to the way people looked at it, the whole thing 
could have been done through the market.
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If markets and prices are so great, why are there firms? 
Notice that any theory that answered that question would 
have to answer a second related question: if firms are so 
great, why isn’t there just one big firm?

In the case of markets, and firms in particular, Coase’s 
answer is now standard in economics: firms will expand, or 
shrink, at the margin, until the cost of the last transaction 
organised internally equals the cost of using the external 
price system. In business schools this is presented as the 
‘make or buy’ decision (Klein 2005) – the firm can acquire 
or build the capacity to make an additional input or ser-
vice, or it can buy that thing in the open market. Changes 
in transaction costs will affect that boundary and the size 
of firms will change, perhaps quickly, as innovations in 
transaction costs management become available.

But the Coasian analysis applies equally well to a re-
lated question: why do people own things rather than rent? 
Again, the answer is transaction costs. But the particulars 
of the ways that transaction costs – triangulation, transfer 
and trust – are expensive tell us a lot about the problem.

If exchange is about stuff being in the wrong place, shar-
ing is about there being ‘more stuff than we need’. Instead 
of ‘make or buy’, the transaction cost problem of the future 
is ‘rent or own’. Some people have called this ‘the sharing 
economy’, but that is misleading. Sharing would appear to 
imply communal use and even communal ownership. The 
platform economy will still involve private ownership, but 
each of us will own less, probably much less.

Why would this be true? The answer is transaction 
costs; consider the earlier example of the power drill. It is 
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cheaper, even with the costs of having money tied up in 
the drill, and having to store the drill, to own rather than 
to rent – because renting is extremely inconvenient. The 
consumer wants access to a stream of services – services 
that can be cheaply and conveniently employed at the con-
sumer’s option – but the ‘transaction’ has until now been 
a purchase of the durable good because little is known 
about the future timing, duration or exact location of the 
consumer’s desire to make holes in walls, or boards, or use 
the Phillips screwdriver head to assemble a table from 
Ikea or Homebase. What is missing from the discussion of 
the power drill and the choice to either rent or own, then, 
is the idea of time. A person may not want to have to ac-
cept the trouble and expense of owning tools, but that is 
the easiest way to ensure access to the services of that tool 
over time. To understand human choice about the form of 
ownership, it is necessary to understand the way people 
formulate plans and purposes, based on an understanding 
of time. Owning a durable item means that I am seeking 
to have access to the stream of services associated with 
that item over an indefinite future. The set of benefits and 
inconveniences and expenses associated with this choice 
are context dependent (Rizzo 1979).

Until now, in many cases consumers only owned the 
drill, or the car, because it is cheaper than ‘sharing’ through 
renting or some other cooperative arrangement. The new 
platform system provides a safe and convenient means 
of scheduling a window of rights to use the item, because 
entrepreneurs can sell reductions in the transaction costs 
of renting. The result will be that the quality and durability 
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of the items being used (in effect, rented) will increase, but 
the quantity of items actually in circulation will plummet. 
This is still a system of private ownership, but now one 
owner will have residual control and enforcement rights to 
just a few extremely durable, industrial-quality items that 
are available to be rented, rather than many people own-
ing low-quality and fragile items. The durability profile of 
items being used will change in response to the change 
in relative prices caused by the reductions in transaction 
costs. We will have far fewer tools, but each tool will be of 
much higher quality and durability.

The platform system is qualitatively different from the 
decentralised system of ownership and control we see now. 
Cairncross (1999) argued that the important innovation 
has been improved communications technologies and net-
work economies in communications devices. But smart 
phones running apps and connected over the internet are 
just the platforms on which the actual cost reductions, and 
the rapid expansion of transaction density, depend. Con-
summating complex transactions without fear of fraud or 
robbery is more than an improvement in communications; 
it is a reduction in the cost and risk of sharing access to the 
use of durable items in ways that have never before been 
possible.

The same applies to the crowdsourcing of trust: it is 
not just information that is now being more cheaply trans-
mitted. The software platforms of the future generate new 
information: impersonal, crowdsourced, trust- enforcing 
mechanisms, where before there was no reliable met-
ric other than direct personal acquaintance. Crediting 
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communications technology with embodying everything 
important about the transaction cost revolution is as mis-
leading as crediting electricity for innovations in personal 
computing. The technology was necessary, but not suffi-
cient without entrepreneurs who could realise the poten-
tial of that technology.

I have a policy that when I travel on business I never buy 
a car, but rent one instead. That is so obvious it sounds silly, 
but why is it obviously true? The answer is transaction costs. 
Suppose I fly into Manchester, and a friend and I intend to 
play golf at Worsley, and then Ellesmere. I could take taxis, 
or try to use the trains and buses, or I could buy a car.

Or I could rent a car from a particular kind of platform: 
British Rental Car. Often today that means that when I leave 
the aeroplane my phone immediately buzzes: software has 
sent me a text, with the exact location (say, Slot C18) of ‘my’ 
rental car. Of course, it is not really mine, because I am rent-
ing it. But that’s the point: it is the car that I want, or rather 
the car I would want if I had to think about it.

I don’t have to think about it, because my preferences 
for auto type, identification, insurance, fuel option, return 
date and payment are all already known by the software. 
All I have to do is walk directly to the car I want to rent, 
which has my name on the electronic screen above it and 
the keys waiting inside. The only actual person I see is the 
guard who checks IDs at the exit gate. All of the other as-
pects of the transaction are handled behind the scenes and 
(from my perspective) instantaneously, by software.

Different car rental companies offer competitive prices 
and similar cars. British Rental Car actually charges 
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slightly more for each car per day, but the transaction 
costs of renting from British Rental Car are much lower. 
Consequently, the total costs of renting from British Rent-
al Car are lower, and since to the consumer all costs are 
transaction costs, many people rent from them. British 
Rental Car makes greater profits and we renters get a lot 
more consumer surplus from the rental.

This all means that platforms make possible trans-
actions that otherwise could not take place. Transport, 
information, assurance of quality through brand name, 
financial clearing services – all of these are means of mak-
ing possible transactions that otherwise would be blocked 
by transaction costs. Companies that specialise in renting 
complicated commodities, such as cars, have worked out 
ways to reduce the transaction costs dramatically, both 
those faced by consumers and those faced by the company.

Most importantly, platforms can crowdsource trust. 
The software itself does not provide the information; what 
happens is that many people independently record their 
experiences and perceptions and what emerges is a power-
ful – and valuable – signal about reliability. I use one rent-
al-car company rather than another because reviews tell 
me which one provides the best service; I don’t have to rely 
on my own experience, but can free ride on the experience 
of others.

Older people seem to want systems of state regulation 
to solve problems of triangulation, transfer and trust. 
younger people are used to relying on crowdsourcing, and 
are more comfortable with informal sharing and cooper-
ation. If a young person is in a strange city, looking for a 
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restaurant, the young adult doesn’t ask the hotel concierge 
(who is likely to recommend a restaurant that bribed him) 
and they don’t look at the local Food Standards Agency rat-
ings. young people use yelp or some similar software pro-
gram that sells reductions in transaction costs. Negative 
reviews are quite damaging, but informative. The system 
is not perfect, but it is quite good.

BlaBlaCar, the hitchhiking ride-share company ( Munger 
2018), and other systems such as Uber and Airbnb also rely 
on crowdsourcing trust. The stakes are much higher than 
choosing a restaurant, of course, but the system still works. 
Remember: the software records the identity and financial 
information of all parties, and provides a time-stamped re-
cord of all their interactions leading up to the actual trans-
action. It is certainly possible to fabricate an identity, but 
then it is possible to fake an employment record and work 
for a taxi company or hotel. Customers, whether they are 
drivers or passengers, know much more about their coun-
terparts using BlaBlaCar than in the analogous situation of 
a shuttle or taxi driver.
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6 RIDE-SHARING

There is another example of ride-sharing, one that is quite 
different from hiring a car from British Rental. It is the 
most widely known and most controversial, partly due to 
its labour practices and partly because it has been so ag-
gressive about extending services into areas where it is not 
quite legal. Uber was discussed earlier, in terms of transac-
tion costs: if I have a car and a few minutes, and you need 
a ride, we should be able to make a deal benefiting both of 
us. But we can’t, because transaction costs are too high. 
Uber solves this problem, but not because Uber is a taxi 
company. Uber is a platform.

For a very long time, the answer to the question, ‘How do 
I get there?’, has been a specialised service provider, the hack 
or taxi. The problem of needing a ride is generic and ancient. 
But hackney carriages, as London taxis are technically called, 
are relatively expensive. In many cities in Europe and the US, 
taxis can be difficult to find or contract with, and drivers 
sometimes have dirty cars, are abusive and drive aggressively. 
Even in London, where the black cabs are a revered tradition, 
there have been complaints. As Harry Mount puts it:1

1 The case against London cabbies: it’s time to end the archaic privileges 
of taxi drivers. The Spectator, 1 February 2014 (https://www.spectator.co 

.uk/2014/02/the-case-against-london-black-cabs/).

RIDE-
SHARING

https://www.spectator.co.uk/2014/02/the-case-against-london-black-cabs/
https://www.spectator.co.uk/2014/02/the-case-against-london-black-cabs/
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With their exclusive rights protected by the Public Car-
riage Office, and their rivals held back, black cabs behave 
like any cartel – they squeeze their advantages for all 
their worth. On countless occasions, I’ve gone nuts at the 
little tricks drivers use to extend the journey time: grad-
ually slowing down in approach to a green light, willing 
it to turn red; slowing down before a zebra crossing in 
the hope that a pedestrian will come along; moving off 
at the lights at a glacial pace; piling on infinitesimal frac-
tions of seconds to the journey by taking a particularly 
wide arc into a corner; scrupulously staying out of yellow 
boxes painted over crossroads, apparently for Highway 
Code reasons, but really to catch another red light.

To be fair, many drivers can tell analogous stories of night-
marish passengers, terrible traffic, and four-hour waits at 
Heathrow for a £8.70 fare. The point is that there was very 
little that passengers, or drivers, could do if things were 
just normally bad. Passengers couldn’t give drivers a bad 
review and drivers couldn’t give abusive or drunken pas-
sengers bad reviews.

But even putting aside problems with obnoxious or un-
scrupulous drivers, it can be difficult to find a taxi in cities 
such as London, New york or Paris. Once, after waiting at a 
taxi stand for 40 minutes in Paris, we decided just to take 
the Metro, even though it meant walking half a mile in the 
rain at both ends of the trip. That beats having to wait an 
indeterminate time in the rain.

That’s really the story of Uber. It was not so much a 
business plan as a response to the fact that traditional taxi 
services were plagued by problems.
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Uber: the origin

Like many origin stories, Uber’s birth has taken on an air of 
myth. But the origin derives from the restrictions – legal and 
practical – on availability and the cost of employing drivers 
full time, which made taxis in the San Francisco and Silicon 
Valley area both expensive and inconvenient. Taxis are too 
expensive and you can never find one when you need one.

One version of Uber’s creation story is given by co- 
founder (and later CEO) Travis Kalanick.2 He claims that 
he and Garrett Camp (original investor and co-founder), 
while attending a ‘Le Web’ conference in snowy Paris in 
2008, stayed up most of the night (as they often did, having 
fairly recently sold their own web start-ups, StumbleUpon 
for Camp and Red Swoosh for Kalanick) ‘jamming’ on ideas 
for a new venture. They kept coming back to how terrible 
taxis were as a way of getting around, particularly in San 
Francisco. According to Kalanick, ‘getting stranded on the 
streets of San Francisco is familiar territory’ for those who 
live there.

The original idea (remember, these men were both busy 
and wealthy) was using an app to share limos, selling 
(while also using) pieces of the costs of a driver, a £100,000 
Mercedes S-class and a parking spot in a nearby garage. 
They laughed at the idea that they could write an iPhone 
app that would sell pieces of this service on demand, when-
ever the driver was on duty.

2 Uber’s founding. Uber newsroom, 22 December 2010 (https://newsroom 
.uber.com/ubers-founding/).

https://newsroom.uber.com/ubers-founding/
https://newsroom.uber.com/ubers-founding/
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Of course, they quickly identified that the entrepreneur-
ial opportunity was not in buying the car–driver–garage 
combination and selling pieces of it. The big innovation 
was the software platform that would allow others to rent 
and to use cars they already owned. Nonetheless, they ex-
pected that the business would be ‘low-tech, mostly opera-
tional’. They tested the concept in New york City in January 
2010 around SOHO/Union Square and worked on making 
the system efficient and less buggy. The model they were 
trying to subvert used fixed pricing, physical maps, line-of-
sight hailing, company-owned cars and analogue phones. 
The switch – to a software-operated, GPS-based, automat-
ic charge processing and dynamic algorithmically driven 
pricing system with ‘volunteer’ drivers supplying their 
own cars – required a massive conceptual reinventing.

The team (with Camp taking a smaller role, but first 
employee Ryan Graves recruited to replace him) launched 
the full commercial version in San Francisco that 2010 
summer. By the end of that year, hundreds of drivers had 
signed up and more than ten thousand passengers had 
paid for rides. In 2011 Uber expanded to several other US 
cities and in 2012 began to operate abroad, beginning with 
France and the UK.

In 2013, Uber started offering services in South Africa 
and India; in 2014 international expansion took a more 
aggressive turn, adding China, Nigeria and other coun-
tries. By March 2020 Uber was operating in more than 70 
countries worldwide, with more than 14 million rides each 
day. The total number of drivers is hard to estimate, since 
many people drive for Uber part time, particularly in the 
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US, where regulations in many cities are more lax. But it 
is safe to say that there are a million Uber drivers in the 
US, with forty thousand drivers in the UK, and nearly four 
million worldwide.

Not a taxi company?

The important thing, in terms of its significance as a plat-
form, is that Uber is not a taxi company. It turned out that 
the software that Uber is based on was first used to reduce 
the transaction costs of triangulation, transfer and trust in 
local transport, but there is no reason to expect that func-
tion to be primary for long. There are many other kinds of 
goods and services for which the particular combination 
of location, connection, payment and reputation that Uber 
provides will prove valuable.

In summary, Uber is a software platform. Uber the 
corporation sells reductions in transaction costs, enab-
ling a wide variety of transactions that otherwise would 
not take place and commodifying excess capacity. Until 
now, we have never even noticed the transactions that 
do not take place, because it’s hard to imagine a world 
where people can make money by selling reductions in 
transaction costs.

That’s the world of platforms. The specific nature of the 
‘service’ can be surprising, and very detailed. Suppose you 
have to be out of town for three days, and you are thinking 
of putting your dog in a kennel, something that costs you 
money and your dog hates. What if someone wanted to 
have a dog for just a few days? That’s BarkNBorrow (sorry, 
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pup-lovers: only in the US at this point!). There are lots 
of people who would like to have a dog to play with for a 
weekend, and your dog gets nice walks instead of being 
locked in a cage.

Of course, the transaction cost problems with these 
activities would once have prevented Uber-like matching 
services such as Spinlister (from chapter 4) or BarkN-
Borrow. How would you find each other (triangulation)? 
How would you get together, negotiate a price and make 
the payment, and hand over whatever it is (transfer)? How 
would you know that the person is going to take good care 
of your bike or your dog (trust)? The answer, as always, is 
that smart people may be able to work out ways to sell 
reductions in those transaction costs. Uber is not a taxi 
company, Spinlister doesn’t sell bikes and BarkNBorrow 
doesn’t rent dogs. They sell reductions in transaction costs 
so that mutually beneficial forms of cooperation that were 
always latent can become real.

Surge pricing

One objection many people have made to Uber, and other 
platform economy companies, involves their dynamic 
pricing practices. Several incidents have enraged voters 
and attracted the attention of regulators. Perhaps the most 
famous was the aftermath of a terrorist attack in Sydney in 
December 2014.

Uber’s fares are generated by an algorithm that looks at 
location, the number of riders hailing cars, and the number 
of cars in the area (though not the distance between the 
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car and the potential passenger). The algorithm does two 
things: firstly it ‘rations’ access to rides; if there are more 
riders than rides, some system is necessary for deciding 
who gets picked up. Secondly, the algorithm raises fares re-
ceived by drivers in a way that attracts more drivers. This 
counterbalances, at least in part, the rationing problem by 
making more rides available at times of peak demand.

Note the elegant simplicity of the price signal: drivers 
don’t need to know why there is high demand, or what con-
ditions are leading to a shortage of cars in an area. All they 
need to know is that if they drive to that location and pick 
up passengers they will be paid a premium.

What had happened in Sydney was clearly bad. A terror-
ist had taken 13 people hostage, and thousands of people 
in the city centre were desperate to get away. There were 
not nearly enough taxis and buses for everyone to leave at 
once; the bridges leading out of the centre were clogged. 
Thousands were stranded. The only cars and vans heading 
downtown across the bridges towards possible danger 
were ride-share drivers. When they learnt there were high 
fares to be earned, they left their apartments, got in their 
cars and drove to where people needed rides.

Let’s consider two hypothetical people. Zander is an 
Uber driver who hears of the higher price and drives into 
potential danger to provide a ride to a desperate person 
who wants to get out. ysidro is Zander’s next door neigh-
bour, watching the hostage crisis unfold on television. ysi-
dro feels great sympathy for the people in the city centre 
and stays glued to the television all afternoon. Who is 
more morally admirable?
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Strangely – and this is very strange when you think 
about it – most people think ysidro, who does nothing 
but has feelings of sympathy, is more moral than Zander, 
who actually gets in his car and drives into danger to pro-
vide a service people actually need. Uber was castigated 
for using price as a means of getting help to people who 
needed it. One user, Matthew Leung, said ‘I have never, 
ever seen it at four-times [the normal rate] and I’m a 1% 
top Uber user … I understand the way the business works 

– higher the demand, higher the charge – but four-times 
at $100 minimum is ridiculous. Almost price gouging at 
its worst’.3

The accusation does sound pretty bad: Uber raised 
prices, taking advantage of the desperate need of people 
to find rides fast. But that is not what really happened. The 
price went up simply because there was a spike in demand 
for rides in a particular area of the city. All that the algo-
rithm knew was that suddenly, in the middle of an after-
noon, thousands of people all tried to take Uber rides at 
once. The algorithm tried to match passengers with rides 
and to attract more drivers to the area quickly; the only 
way to do that is to raise prices.

And the algorithm worked in just the way it was sup-
posed to. It is useful for me to learn whether someone else 
values a thing or a service more than I do. If the price were 
artificially suppressed, then someone in the suburbs who 
could walk or take a bus might take the Uber ride that is 

3 Uber charges premium rate for rescue from Sydney siege. ITP.net, 15 De-
cember 2014 (https://www.itp.net/601302-uber-charges-premium-rate-for 

-rescue-from-)

https://www.itp.net/601302-uber-charges-premium-rate-for-rescue-from-
https://www.itp.net/601302-uber-charges-premium-rate-for-rescue-from-
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desperately needed by someone else, in a different part of 
the city. Without price signals, we don’t know the value 
of resources. And the higher price attracted more drivers, 
people like Zander who were not watching TV but who 
were looking at their phones and noticed the higher price. 
This was not price gouging at all, because the price was 
responding straightforwardly to needs and the shortage of 
resources; no human being jacked up prices after hearing 
about the crisis.

But there is a more important question: what is the 
alternative? The answer is that surge pricing is always 
with us; it is unavoidable. If a service is scarce, it must be 
rationed. The two ways of rationing, at least in private mar-
kets, are bidding up the monetary cost, or queuing, which 
bids up the cost of waiting for a ride. From the perspective 
of the consumer, the total ‘price’ is the sum of the monetary 
cost and the value of the time spent waiting to be picked 
up. That means that there is a difference between the cost 
to the consumer and the value received by the seller. It is 
useful to consider that difference in more detail.

• Total cost to the consumer includes search costs, 
transportation to a ‘market’ or place where the 
product is available, waiting in line to obtain or pay 
for the product, dealing with transportation of the 
product itself to where it will be used, opening and 
then disposing of the packaging, working out the 
instructions about how to operate the product, and 
dealing with the probability that the product doesn’t 
work as expected or breaks.
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• Total value received by the producer includes the 
money, or at a minimum some highly liquid equivalent, 
as a result of the sale.

This difference is generic, applying to almost any economic 
transaction. By monetising the deadweight loss of queuing, 
platforms capture much of the value now being wasted by 
the friction of transaction costs. A simple example illus-
trates the problem. Suppose a person, Alice, wants to rent 
a kitchen appliance. Alice will pay up to a total of £15 to 
rent the appliance. Boris owns the appliance, and would be 
pleased to rent the appliance for any amount over £5. Nor-
mally, the economist would draw a £10 ‘bargaining space’, 
representing the surplus to be divided.

But this is nonsense. Alice has to find Boris, they have 
to agree on a price, and some assurance of compensation 
to  Alice for injury using the product or Boris for loss if 
the product is damaged must be arranged; the appliance 
must be obtained and transported and then returned. All 
of these things are likely to result in some queuing, which 
imposes a cost on Alice that is not received by Boris but 
which is simply wasted in the system.

As previously mentioned, transaction costs play the 
same role in markets that friction plays in physical sys-
tems; just as friction reduces the power of a motor and is 
burned off as heat, transaction costs reduce the value of an 
exchange and are dissipated as deadweight loss.

Imagine that the total transaction costs of informa-
tion and inconvenience amount to £12; since Boris must 
receive £5, the ‘price’ perceived by Alice is £12 + £5 or £17. 
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There is no bargaining space, since the cost to Alice is £17 
and the most she will pay is £15. That is, we have monet-
ised the value Alice would be willing to pay to avoid the 
transaction costs, providing her with the information she 
needs and increasing the convenience of the process so she 
doesn’t have to drive around or queue.

There is no bargaining space; there will be no transac-
tion. And Boris could work hard to reduce the cost of the 
appliance rental, from £5 to £4, and yet there would still be 
no effective demand for it. But notice it should be possible 
to sell the reduction in transaction costs, alongside the sale 
of the product itself. Either Boris or Alice, or both, would 
be willing to pay something to have access to a platform 
that reduces transaction costs from £12 to £3. Let us sup-
pose the app/platform owner charges £2 per transaction.

Now it is clear that Alice and Boris could agree, firstly, 
to split the £2 licensing fee to use the platform and, sec-
ondly, to split the resulting bargaining surplus, if there 
is one. The platform does not reduce transaction costs to 
zero, of course; let us say transaction costs are still £2, £1 
of which is absorbed by each party. In that case, Alice will 
pay £15, Boris will accept £5. The gross surplus must be re-
duced by £2 transaction costs, leaving £8 net surplus. Each 
party must pay £1 – half the licensing fee – leaving £6 net 
surplus. They agree on a price of £10, and each is better off 
by £3 as a result of engaging in the exchange.

It is easy to restate this kind of example in terms of 
the ride-provider and the passenger for Uber. From the 
perspective of the producer (in this case a taxi driver), 
the costs include the rental of the car, the ‘rental’ of the 
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Uber-authorisation, the value of the time spent in the taxi, 
the costs of insurance, and so on. From the perspective of 
the consumer (the potential rider), the costs include all of 
the producer costs (because the driver will only be there if 
he is making a profit). But the final price also includes the 
costs and inconvenience of waiting.

If you have trouble finding a taxi, the dispatcher or 
driver has trouble finding you, or you have to wait (as is 
common) 45 minutes or more for a ride, these are real 
costs, even though each is ‘just a transaction cost’. To sim-
plify, then, the cost to the passenger is the sum of the fare 
and the waiting time plus the risks of the ride and the in-
convenience of having to pay (often in cash) and negotiate 
a tip with a potentially angry and aggressive driver. Uber 
and other ride-share companies eliminate some of these 
transaction costs.

Of course, many of us have had the experience of call-
ing an Uber, only to see that there is a ‘surge’ (temporary 
period of elevated price due to high local demand) or a 
long wait time (because there are no cars nearby). It is 
tempting then to go to another ride-share app, such as 
Wheely or Gett. But to find out if those are cheaper, or can 
pick you up faster, you have to get out of the Uber app and 
start another app.

This kind of thing was a problem twenty years ago, 
when airlines and hotels started offering websites so 
people could search for reservations and prices. A number 
of companies recognised that it was possible to go ‘meta’, 
offering reductions in transaction costs to access the sites 
that themselves were offering reductions in transaction 
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costs. Websites such as Orbitz, Expedia and others could 
collect and curate all the information for all the flights or 
hotels that offered the service you were looking for.

Unsurprisingly, entrepreneurs have recognised and 
acted on the same opportunity for ride-sharing. Companies 
such as RideGuru or Gett give you one-screen information 
about price and wait-time for a pick-up. If one company has 
a surge and another a long waiting time, a person in a hurry 
may pay the higher price, while someone on a looser sched-
ule may wait for the cheaper car. This all seems complicated 
(you contact RideGuru to contact Uber to contact a local 
driver), but it operates instantly and nearly invisibly.

Another way to think of this is that a licensing system, 
by restricting entry into the taxi service industry, uses an 
uncompromising but effective form of surge pricing:

Consumer price = meter price + waiting time + search costs

In times of high demand, the person wanting a ride has 
to make repeated phone calls to the dispatcher, or stand 
in the rain waving at already full taxis, sometimes getting 
into shoving matches. The interesting thing is that the 
price (paid by consumers) rises to clear the market, but in 
the case of licence-restricted taxis with fixed meter rates 
there is no surge in the prices received by producers. That 
means that all of the ‘surge’ in price (including waiting 
time and inconvenience) falls on consumers, but is not re-
ceived by producers.

Suppose you had a more flexible surge system for ad-
justing price. In particular, suppose that potential ride 
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producers could respond to high prices quickly by leaving 
their apartments and starting to provide rides in high de-
mand periods. The system could be described this way:

Producer price (meter rate) + waiting time (consumer cost) 
  = flexible producer price (surge rate)

That is, suppose that there was some way to increase the 
number of producers, at high demand times, by increasing 
the meter rate. It is true that consumers would pay higher 
prices in terms of fares, but the value of time lost waiting 
would fall exactly in proportion to the increased price.

Most people have never thought this through, but it is 
just basic economics. Consumers pay the same amount, 
regardless of whether surge pricing is allowed, because if 
surge pricing is not allowed, consumers pay much higher 
transaction costs in terms of searching and waiting. We 
have surge pricing now and we’ve always had it. Just ask 
someone who has tried to get a taxi in London or Paris 
at 7.30  p.m. on a rainy Saturday night: you can pay with 
money, or you can pay with time, but surge pricing still 
happens.

So, there is the real answer to the question I posed 
earlier. Uber exists because innovators worked out a way 
to sell reductions in transaction costs. And the ‘surge pric-
ing’ problem is not really a problem at all, but a solution. If 
surge pricing involving the payment of higher fares is out-
lawed, the only alternative is to pay ‘surge’ prices by queu-
ing, which means not being sure when you’ll get a ride, and 
searching for a ride by standing on a busy street in rain 
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and waving your arms like an idiot. Those are costs, too, 
and in a time of shortage those costs increase to match 
the number of passengers and the number of rides in trad-
itional taxis.4

Maybe you think that is okay. But surge pricing based 
on money actually increases the supply of the service at 
just the time when people need it. The problem with surge 
pricing based on varying transaction costs is that it pro-
vides no incentive to offer more of the service.

Uber doesn’t just deliver people, which is what cabs do; 
in fact, Uber is quickly becoming a platform that delivers 
all sorts of products and services to humans. It is a soft-
ware platform that sells reductions in transaction costs. 
There is no reason that it only needs to deliver humans to 
locations. More and more, Uber and other services that 
are ‘Uber, but for –’ will be delivering all sorts of things to 
humans. Like Amazon, the real value proposition for Uber 
will be opening the platform to permissionless innovation, 
to uses that the platform’s creators had never intended 
or foreseen. The short-run forecast is disruption, but as 

4 Interestingly, there is some evidence that the entry of ride-sharing services 
actually increases the quality of traditional taxi services. Scott Wallsten 
looked at the frequency, severity and types of complaints about behaviour 
of traditional taxi drivers in several cities, including New york and Chicago. 
See: Has Uber forced taxi drivers to step up their game? The Atlantic, 9 July 
2015 (https://www.theatlantic.com/business/archive/2015/07/uber-taxi 

-drivers-complaints-chicago-newyork/397931/). There are many factors at 
work, but it appears that taxi drivers were motivated by the competition 
from ride-share platforms to ‘step up their game’, driving less aggressively 
and being more responsive to consumers’ desires on route and behaviour. 
For a more general analysis of racial and gender treatment, see Ge et al. 
(2016).

https://www.theatlantic.com/business/archive/2015/07/uber-taxi-drivers-complaints-chicago-newyork/397931/
https://www.theatlantic.com/business/archive/2015/07/uber-taxi-drivers-complaints-chicago-newyork/397931/
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Boettke and Candela (2017) have pointed out, over the 
longer term such platform innovations are likely to foster 
a ‘virtuous cycle’, the implications of which are impossible 
to foresee.
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7 PROBLEMS WITH DISRUPTIVE TECHNOLOGY

There are two problems with Uber or anything ‘Uber-like’. 
One is fairness and another is economic disruption. It is 
easy to conflate them, because people usually try to use 
justice to defend their self-interest. But let’s keep them 
separate. I will take up the fairness argument later in the 
chapter; for now let’s focus on disruption.

Uber is a disruptive technology. Existing forms of eco-
nomic organisation resist disruption, sometimes fiercely, 
and quite rationally in terms of their own self-interest. 
What economists call ‘disruption’, after all, is hundreds of 
people losing their jobs forever, because the jobs no longer 
exist in anything like the same form.

When cars were being introduced, the people who 
made buggies and took care of horses reacted by trying to 
pass regulations that made cars impossible, or at least so 
inconvenient that the cars would be blocked and their use 
would be curtailed and restricted. In 1896, the Pennsylvania 
General Assembly passed (with not one dissenting vote) a 
so-called ‘red flag’ law, based on a UK ordinance (Karolev-
itz 1968). That name comes from the requirement, found 
in many cities in the US and England, that any self-pro-
pelled vehicle be proceeded by a man on foot walking (yes, 
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walking) 50 to 100 feet in advance, waving a red flag in 
warning. Sometimes, a noise maker – a whistle, or drum – 
was also required, though presumably the sound of a steam 
or internal combustion engine was, given those primitive 
levels of development, quite enough warning on its own.

Here is a summary of the Bill, which was passed by 
the Pennsylvania legislature but vetoed by the governor 
(Karel ovitz 1968: 192):

[A car that] upon chance encounters with cattle or live-
stock to (1) immediately stop the vehicle, (2) immediately 
and as rapidly as possible disassemble the automobile, 
and (3) conceal the various components out of sight be-
hind nearby bushes until equestrian or livestock is suffi-
ciently pacified.

Why would such a silly law be passed? Legislators may 
have had legitimate concerns about safety, since the new 
technology seemed dangerous. But much of the problem 
with the new technology was that it would threaten the 
settled way of life for thousands of people. In 1900 there 
were nearly 27 million horses and mules in the US (and 
only 100 million people); in the UK, the analogous figures 
were 3 million horses for 40 million people. By 1970 horses 
had largely disappeared from the lives of the Americans 
and British, except for some rural areas and the paddocks 
of the wealthy.

The skills and resources required to train, feed, house, 
ride and otherwise make use of horses were very valu-
able. But these skills quickly became almost worthless, in 
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economic terms. One trope of economic disruption dates 
from these wrenching changes in moving from horses to 
automobiles: people with obsolete skills are compared to 
‘buggy whip makers’.

Economic evolution works by replacing existing prod-
ucts, services and ways of delivering them with new or 
cheaper ones. Schumpeter called this process ‘creative 
destruction’, but we tend to value the ‘creative’ part and 
underestimate the ‘destruction’ part. Economic competi-
tion implies the replacement of inferior systems of produc-
tion and distribution by more efficient mechanisms. Better 
ideas work through killing off the old ways, the old firms 
and the old jobs. It’s brutal. Instead of ‘survival’ in a biolog-
ical sense, the competition takes the form of trying to earn 
a profit by providing higher-quality goods and services at 
lower costs. A company that fails to earn a profit and con-
tinues to lose money effectively ‘starves’ at some point and 
goes out of business. Consumers win, in this system, but it 
is tough on employees. In the US, at least 5 million people – 
saddle and tack makers, trainers, stable owners, manufac-
turers of buggies and coaches, and so on – lost their jobs 
when horses were largely replaced by gasoline-powered 
cars, trucks, trains and ships.

Why so much destruction? It is tempting to blame man-
agement, because ‘buggy whip makers’ failed to foresee the 
changes in their industry. That would have required quite 
a bit of foresight, of course. In fact, Henry Ford is said to 
have pointed out that consumers themselves cannot fore-
see fundamental changes, even though consumers drive 
the changes: ‘If I had asked consumers what they wanted, 
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they would have said ‘Faster horses!’’. If consumers can’t 
foresee change, how can the businesses that serve con-
sumers forecast change?

Sabotage: when the referee is also a player

When it comes to a battle among technologies and prod-
ucts for the affection of consumers, we tend to think of 
the state as a judge, a kind of umpire. But sometimes the 
umpire plays favourites. In June 2015, the California Labor 
Commission ruled Uber drivers must be legally reclassi-
fied from private contractors to employees.1 Given Califor-
nia’s requirements for pay, healthcare benefits and hours 
for employees, this was a significant blow to Uber’s opera-
tion in the Golden State. The decision was extended by the 
California Supreme Court in a case involving Dynamex, 
a shipping company. The court decided that California 
would conform to the so-called ‘ABC test’, a three-pronged 
determination if a company’s workers were employers or 
private contractors.

An employer must meet three requirements to prove 
their workers are independent contractors. Under the 
terms of the Dynamex decision, these are:

• Does the contractor provide the service free from the 
company’s control?

1 Defining ‘employee’ in the gig economy. New York Times, 18 July 2015 
(http://www.nytimes.com/2015/07/19/opinion/sunday/defining-employee 

-in-the-gig-economy.html).

http://www.nytimes.com/2015/07/19/opinion/sunday/defining-employee-in-the-gig-economy.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2015/07/19/opinion/sunday/defining-employee-in-the-gig-economy.html
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• Is the service provided outside the company’s core 
business (e.g. a janitor working at a law firm)?

• Is the employee an independent professional engaged 
in providing their service to companies other than just 
the one in question?

My claim is that we have to take a step back. At present, 
taxi companies fail to understand what business they are 
in. They think they sell transport, but they actually sell 
reductions in transaction costs so people with a car can 
find someone who needs a ride, and then the app makes 
that possible. The idea is that some consumers do not want 
to own a car; they do not even want to rent a car. Consum-
ers want to be somewhere different from where they are 
now and they want to do it in a way that is fast, convenient 
and financially invisible. It is true that taxi companies, in 
addition to providing the service of matching drivers and 
riders, may also own the cars themselves. But that is not a 
necessary component of this business.

Further, if you have ever had trouble paying a driver or 
finding exact change when the driver is reluctant to take a 
credit card, it is easy to forget how important the ‘invisible’ 
part is. When I was working at the Australian National 
University in Canberra a few years ago, I happened to be 
invited to a dinner party outside the city. And I was asked 
to make sure that two other visitors, a philosopher visit-
ing from Poland and his wife, also made it to the dinner. I 
called an Uber and the three of us headed off.

I could see the elderly Polish gentleman craning his 
neck, looking for a meter. He was a veteran traveller and 
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I’m sure he had had the experience of using sketchy ‘street 
taxis’ in areas such as Latin America where kidnapping 
was a real possibility. Then, when we got to the destina-
tion, I unthinkingly just thanked the driver and got out. 
My elderly ward and his wife started talking to each other 
angrily in Polish and then the old gentleman took out his 
wallet and tried to pay the driver. They had never used 
Uber before and had no idea that the pricing, directions 
and payment were handled seamlessly and invisibly by the 
Uber software.

Taxis sometimes do a pretty bad job of all three of those 
things. The price has to do with distance travelled, so 
taxis often take unsuspecting passengers out of their way. 
Directions may be difficult and often result in long dis-
cussions and confusion, particularly in other languages. 
And paying can be difficult and even dangerous, because 
you have to carry cash and the driver has to carry a lot of 
cash, or you have to give the driver your credit card in a 
way that makes it easy to steal the information. None of 
these things are problems with Uber, Wheely or ride-share 
apps in general, and that’s why those platforms have been 
so successful. The providers of ride-share services are the 
part-time drivers who own cars and pay all the fixed costs 
already.

Uber itself is not a transport company; it is just a plat-
form for connecting a willing buyer and a competent, 
nearby seller who has some extra time. Uber cannot be an 
employer of drivers, because it is not a seller of transport 
services. Uber does have employees, of course, but they are 
the people working on code, security and websites to help 
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connect users. If you think that Uber is a transport com-
pany, you are one of Levitt’s ‘buggy whip makers’, someone 
who does not understand what the real value proposition 
is (Levitt 1960).

The California ‘court’ (which is not a court at all but the 
Labor Commission) said this, in response to the suit by 
disgruntled driver Cassie Berwick:

Defendants hold themselves out as nothing more than a 
neutral technological platform, designed simply to en-
able drivers and passengers to transact the business of 
transportation. The reality, however, is that Defendants 
are involved in every aspect of the operation.

But, no. That would be something like claiming that Open-
Table is a restaurant company. What OpenTable2 does is 
to provide information about a transaction (make a reser-
vation at restaurant X, at restaurant y, or stay home) that 
will take place only if the consumer decides she wants to 
eat at one of those restaurants, which are not owned by 
OpenTable at all. yes, OpenTable is involved in the restau-
rant business, pretty deeply. But what they are selling is 
information.

Of course, it really is true that with Uber (unlike with 
OpenTable) you pay the company and they pay the driver. 
But the rates are fixed and known in advance (yes, even 
during a surge). Uber just acts to clear the transaction con-
veniently and quickly, so you don’t have to carry cash and 

2 https://www.opentable.co.uk/

https://www.opentable.co.uk/
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neither does the driver. It is just not true that Uber is pay-
ing the driver. The passenger is paying the driver, in a way 
that is more convenient for everyone. Uber just handles the 
transaction.

Why did the government, supposedly the referee, decide 
to become a player in the game?3 From the perspective of 
the state, the people who work in traditional transport ser-
vices are decent, hard-working, salt-of-the-earth people 
who are just trying to make a living and, in many cases, 
support their families. Shouldn’t they be protected? The 
harm done by creative destruction is real. In fact, in 2010 
there were more than a quarter of a million workers in Bu-
reau of Labor Statistics job category 53-3041, ‘Taxi Drivers 
and Chauffeurs’.4 By May 2015 that number had fallen to 
180,000, and there is every reason to expect it will continue 
to fall. Every one of those workers is someone who is trying 
to make a living, and most of them are trying to play by 
the rules.

The problem is that ‘the rules’ do not allow for adap-
tation to changing circumstances. Levitt (1960) blamed 
management for being unable to understand ‘what is your 
real business?’, but regulators make the problem even 
worse. By definition, it is hard to regulate an industry that 
does not exist. And if political decisions are based on votes, 
it will always be true that there are more existing jobs 

3 For an overview of problems of ‘government failure’, see Keech and Munger 
(2015).

4 Employment and unemployment among youth – summer 2014. Bureau of 
Labor Statistics. USDL-14-1498, 13 August 2014 (http://www.bls.gov/news 

.release/youth.nr0.htm).

http://www.bls.gov/news.release/youth.nr0.htm
http://www.bls.gov/news.release/youth.nr0.htm
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depending on obsolete technology than there are votes 
from workers whose jobs have yet to be created.

The reason that traditional employee-driven (pardon 
the pun) transport services are disappearing is that soft-
ware is cheaper, faster and better than employees, from 
the perspective of consumers. Taken as a whole, the costs 
to consumers of paying more, ranging from monetary 
costs to transaction costs of various kinds, is far higher 
than the benefit to employees of keeping their jobs. But the 
costs to consumers of preserving the ‘buggy whip’ version 
of transport is dispersed, and it may be invisible because 
much of the cost takes the form of transactions that do not 
take place.

The real solution is for the umpire – in this case, the 
state – to quit playing the game and go back to a neutral 
role. Of course it is tough to see one side get crushed, espe-
cially when those workers are willing to contribute almost 
any amount of money and time to the cause. The losing 
side loses completely. Their jobs are gone and they won’t 
come back. It takes a very strong-willed politician to pass 
up the short-term benefits of protecting dying industries, 
when the political benefits from doing so are substantial 
and the costs are imposed on someone else.

This regulatory disagreement, which turns on an 
apparently small technical difference between contrac-
tors and employees, is important. A contractor, from the 
Latin verb to draw together different things, brings their 
own tools and skills, and does a (relatively) brief stint of 
work in a defined task. An employee, from the Latin verb 
to be entangled, associated or connected, is someone 
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who predictably works at one job, often using the tools 
or equipment of the employer, over an indefinite and pos-
sibly quite long period.

The difference between the categories matters for the 
way insurance and benefits are regulated. Companies, 
workers and legislators are arguing about how to think 
about the very nature of work. This is clearly good for people 
who are able to share excess capacity directly: instead of 
paying for a car and then paying to park it at the airport, 
for example, an app such as Turo operates as a car rental 
agency and leases out my car for the two weeks I’ll be gone 
on a business trip. I save the cost of paying for parking, and 
I make some money when someone rents from me instead 
of Europcar or Sixt.

But in some parts of the sharing economy, you might 
object, I am not just sharing excess capacity, but also con-
tracting for labour. When I call an Uber, that driver owns 
or leases that car and has her own driving skills to get me 
to where I want to go. From the perspective of the rider, the 
Uber driver is not an employee: I am not hiring the driver 
to work for me, any more than would be the case for a taxi 
driver.

One must ask, however, about the relationship between 
the driver and Uber. True, the driver supplies her own car 
and driving skills. But there is a much more entangled con-
nection, as Uber supplies information, reputation ratings, 
insurance, takes the payment from the rider and then pays 
the driver on a regular weekly schedule. (Uber ‘weeks’ end 
at 3.59 a.m. every Monday and the driver is paid a single 
total sum at 4 a.m.)
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Recently, the US state of California passed legislation 
(AB #5) that tries to clarify the situation. The law states 
if someone works for pay from a single entity then there 
is a legal presumption that person is an employee, not a 
contractor, unless the worker is not controlled by the com-
pany, does things outside the company’s normal business, 
and is working in an independently established trade or 
business. Many app-based businesses that pay people to 
do tasks, such as Uber, would find themselves regulated by 
laws that require benefits and control working conditions. 
Others, such as Airbnb, where the transaction is mostly 
about the physical space, not the work, might not.

This issue is complex and it is hard to know which side 
has this right. Interestingly, California is already a world 
leader in a hybrid kind of employment, the ‘gig economy’, 
which might illustrate what is likely to happen in the fu-
ture.  Hollywood films, for example, were once made by 
the major studios such as Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer or 20th 
Century Fox. These studios are now distributors. Films are 
made by ‘gig’ workers, hired for the duration of the shoot-
ing of the film. But in almost all cases, they are contractors, 
not employees.

The way it works is interesting and surprisingly smooth 
for something so decentralised. There are about 150 dif-
ferent disciplines involved in making a film, including all 
those job titles you see at the end of the credits: the gaffer, 
the key grip and the appealingly titled ‘best boy’. If you 
make a film, you go to LinkedIn and choose one of each 
of these disciplinary workers. On the first day of shooting, 
the team works well together because the refinements of 
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division of labour in the industry are clear and well organ-
ised. After the film is completed, the gig is over.

That means that some workers, those with special-
ised skills and established reputations, can make a very 
substantial living working intensely for only six to eight 
months each year. But because their work is temporary 
and their speciality is narrow compared to the scope of 
work of the employer, they would probably fall outside the 
new requirements for classification as employees.

The real problem is that we may end up having to 
choose between two unpalatable options: accept that the 
gig economy extends even to companies such as Uber, 
with all the consequent problems for drivers, or decide 
that we would be better off regulating app-based firms out 
of existence by requiring them to pay benefits and accept 
working condition regulations. Uber and Lyft are likely to 
pull out of California, or at least cut back sharply on their 
operations. Given how popular and widely used ride-shar-
ing has become, it will be interesting to see if the backlash 
among riders overwhelms the political resolve of Califor-
nia’s political power-brokers. A recent study (Cook et al. 
2019) points out an additional problem: the flexibility of 
the low-skill gig economy is a crucial opportunity for older 
people with few other employment opportunities. The abil-
ity to work flexible hours would be eliminated if regulators 
forced drivers to be categorised as employees, with all the 
accompanying rules and requirements for compensation 
that entails.

The difference between contractors and employees is 
both legally and practically important. ‘Contractors’ bring 
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their own tools and skills, and do a stint or ‘gig’ of work in a 
defined task. ‘Employees’ are associated or connected with 
someone who pays their wages. Employees work at one job, 
using tools or equipment supplied by the employer, over an 
indefinite period. This cashes out (literally) as distinctions 
in legal context, tax rules and regulations that govern how 
people work.

There are two reasons why the distinction has become 
of paramount importance recently, and why even well- 
intentioned attempts at regulation are destructive. The 
first is the ‘sharing economy’, the creation of a system 
where short-term ‘gigs’ are crucial components to serve 
customers and allow workers to earn a little extra money. 
If I’m headed to work in my car, but have a few extra min-
utes, and you are nearby and need a ride, we can help each 
other out.

But driving is not my primary job, and riding in cars is 
not your first love in life. It’s just a quick connection, a gig, 
that makes our day a little better and a little easier. Requir-
ing that gig workers be treated as employees forces many 
of our poorest and most vulnerable citizens to give up the 
flexibility and extra pay that can make the difference be-
tween getting by and getting lost.

That brings us to the second important reason that reg-
ulations that force gig contracts into ‘employment’ are so 
dangerous. The situation in early summer 2020, with vol-
untary (and mandatory) self-isolation, created an immedi-
ate need for flexible and low-cost delivery workers. Hiring 
laws, especially for firms with more than 50 employees, 
meant that companies were quite reasonably unwilling to 
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make long-term commitments to traditional jobs. No one 
was sure what our economic needs and capacities were 
going to be, even two months ahead. But, in these new 
circumstances, hiring someone in a traditional job, with 
hours requirements and benefits, is too expensive to con-
template given the employer has no idea whether there will 
be work.

This comes down to the costs of distributing risk. 
The intent of regulators, it appears, was to place more 
of the risk on the hiring company by forcing them to 
treat gig workers as employees. But the result is that 
employers are not hiring, and gig workers are unable to 
take on the myriad tasks that are needed to f latten out 
the costs of the temporary emergency. It doesn’t really 
matter how great the pay is, how predictable the hours 
are, and how generous the benefits are, if the law pre-
vents the job from existing in the first place. As it stands, 
regulations have unintentionally pushed many of the 
risks and costs of the changing gig economy onto the 
lower middle class, those who would most benefit from 
flexibility and those with few resources to work around 
the restrictive policies.

The policy comparison should not be between ‘exploited 
contractors’ and ‘good jobs with benefits’; policy must 
balance the advantages of markets – flexibility and rapid 
adjustments to new conditions – and the needs of workers 
for predictability and a sense of security. Fostering a space 
for robust platforms is a middle ground, making more 
efficient use of excess capacity through commodification 
via app-based businesses. Luddism is an understandable 
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political impulse, clinging to what we know. But my argu-
ment is that ‘protecting jobs’ will make the problem much 
worse and will artificially extend the period of necessary 
adjustment.

The benefits of commodification and modular tempo-
ral access will extend to all citizens, in the form of less 
need for storage, much lower prices and the ability to live 
together more comfortably. The insistence on full-time 
jobs, with benefits, is a crushing tax on precisely those 
people most in need of short-term gigs and other flexible 
work arrangements to help them through the transition. 
Decentralised market processes have two advantages 
over any central plan or industrial policy: first, each in-
dividual can ‘plan’ his or her own response; second, the 
speed and breadth of the market dynamics have a robust-
ness that the state cannot hope to mimic. There will be 
fewer ‘ jobs’, but more ‘work’ to be done, and to be paid for. 
If the state doesn’t block the market response, platforms 
can lead the way.

A different example: ‘Uber but for planes’

If I am a pilot and have my own aeroplane and I am plan-
ning to fly from San Francisco to Portland, Oregon, it 
would be easy for me to carry an extra passenger and a 
normal amount of luggage along with me. The fixed costs 
(the airplane, maintenance, insurance, landing fees, my 
licence and experience as a pilot) are already paid. The ad-
ditional cost would be the small amount of additional fuel 
because of the extra weight.
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But of course it is hard for me to find someone who 
wants to go from the same place to the same place, at the 
same time. It is hard for us to get together and to arrange 
the payment. And I am not sure I want to fly with someone 
I don’t know, because they might rob me or just be crazy 
and creepy.

What is required is a platform that does those three 
things and does them very fast and without effort by ei-
ther the pilot or the potential passengers. The developers 
of Flytenow realised that it could make money by selling 
reductions in transaction costs in a kind of ‘Uber, but for 
planes’ arrangement. In a way, this is very like our earlier 
discussion of BlaBlaCar in Europe, because this is a trip 
that the driver/pilot was going to take anyway. So, if the 
price is equal to the marginal cost, plus just a little, both 
passenger and pilot are better off.

But, for political reasons, it is tempting for the arbiter to 
want to play. The fact that there are mutually beneficial ex-
changes that are now not taking place is less of a concern 
than the desire of the referee to control everything and the 
desire of special interests (charter flights and airlines, in 
this case) to block new ways of doing business. The US Fed-
eral Aviation Administration imposed new regulations in 
early 2016, ignoring the fact that flight-sharing is already 
widely used, and quite safe, in Europe.5 The UK, to its credit, 

5 Justices ground startup Flytenow, the ‘Uber of the sky’: D.C. Circuit rul-
ing favouring the Federal Aviation Administration, won’t be reviewed. 
National Law Journal, 9 January 2017 (https://www.law.com/national 
lawjournal/almID/1202776363942/Justices-Ground-Startup-Flytenow 

-the-Uber-of-the-Sky/?cmp=share_twitter&slreturn=20200026102242).

https://www.law.com/nationallawjournal/almID/1202776363942/Justices-Ground-Startup-Flytenow-the-Uber-of-the-Sky/?cmp=share_twitter&slreturn=20200026102242
https://www.law.com/nationallawjournal/almID/1202776363942/Justices-Ground-Startup-Flytenow-the-Uber-of-the-Sky/?cmp=share_twitter&slreturn=20200026102242
https://www.law.com/nationallawjournal/almID/1202776363942/Justices-Ground-Startup-Flytenow-the-Uber-of-the-Sky/?cmp=share_twitter&slreturn=20200026102242
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has allowed participation for its airports and citizens in 
the Wingly platform, which has more than 3,000 private 
pilots registered in the UK alone, with another 10,000 on 
the European continent.6

Wingly is more like BlaBlaCar (i.e. hitchhiking) than 
Uber, because you are ‘hitching a ride’ on a flight the 
pilot is likely to be taking already. The empty front seat, 
or several seats, would otherwise be empty. That is the 
point of sharing: we make more efficient use of existing 
resources and trips that are already being paid for, while 
making services available to people who might not other-
wise be able to afford them. Regulators are holding back 
an innovation that will be disruptive to existing ways of 
doing things, but that is because the way we do things 
now is deficient. As one of the founders of Flytenow, Alan 
Guichard, put it:

 … special interests are at the heart of it. The FAA is being 
pressured by lobbyists in the private charter and airline 
arena to ban flight sharing. Why? Because flight sharing 
gives people options—sharing a flight from Boston to 
Martha’s Vineyard costs less than £70, whereas a charter 
would cost at least £1,000. These established business 
models see flight sharing as a threat …

According to the FAA, it is perfectly okay for strangers 
who meet over a physical bulletin to share a flight, but 
if those same people meet online, where flight-sharing 

6 Wingly: will the ‘Uber of the skies’ take off? The Guardian, 14 July 2018 (https://
www.theguardian.com/travel/2018/jul/14/wingly-flight-sharing-channel).

https://www.theguardian.com/travel/2018/jul/14/wingly-flight-sharing-channel
https://www.theguardian.com/travel/2018/jul/14/wingly-flight-sharing-channel
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services such as Flytenow offer verified identities, then 
the flight magically transforms into an illegal commer-
cial operation.7

One of the problems of public policy analysis is that effects 
that seem like costs from one perspective are benefits for 
someone else. It is precisely because the Uber-style soft-
ware platform allows people to find each other, to make 
payments, and to trust each other – i.e. reduces transac-
tion costs – that it is prohibited. Less efficient, less effective 
ways of matching passengers and pilots pass the gimlet 
eye of the regulator; the problem is precisely that plat-
forms work better. Regulations are a new form of the same 
old impulse that made the mythical Ned Ludd a hero two 
centuries ago.

There are other platforms, however, where the UK and 
Europe are regulating much more intrusively than the 
US, especially in the market for lodging. Several cities, 
including Reykjavik, Iceland, have found that regula-
tions to control the use of apartments for Airbnb or other 
short-term rental sublet facilitators were needed to stem 
a drastic shrinkage in the longer-term rental market. To 
the ‘seller’, the economic logic is compelling: suppose you 
can get £1,500 per month for a renter with an annual lease. 
But suppose you can get £200 per night for a short vacation 
rental, and you can average 20 nights rented per month. 
That’s £4,000 per month. Of course, until now the second 

7 Uber for planes. Forbes, 31 May 2016 (http://www.forbes.com/sites/jared 
meyer/2016/05/31/uber-for-planes/).

http://www.forbes.com/sites/jaredmeyer/2016/05/31/uber-for-planes/
http://www.forbes.com/sites/jaredmeyer/2016/05/31/uber-for-planes/
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option of several, or many, short-term rentals was blocked 
by transaction costs. Now, however, it’s easily done. An in-
teresting example is described by Kirsten Brown:8

One Airbnb host in Reykjavik told me that converting a 
rental unit he owned had provided him and his wife with 
income to save for retirement – something he could never 
afford to do renting the property out annually.

‘We make maybe two to four times the money depend-
ing on the time of the year,’ said Heimer Fridriksdottir, 
who owns one Airbnb unit and is a janitor. ‘If it’s our 
apartment, it should be up to us who we rent it to. The 
city should just build more apartments.’

There is a growing and politically problematic trend to-
wards landlords buying up entire buildings, giving the 
current tenants non-renewal notices at the end of their 
leases, and then converting all those units (in effect) to 
hotels, with Airbnb operating the front desk and reserva-
tions line. The problem appears to be particularly acute, or 
perhaps is just attracting more notice, in the UK. In the 
summer of 2018, the All-Party Parliamentary Group on 
Tourism, Leisure and the Hospitality Industry published a 
white paper that detailed the extent of the problem.

Many people who want to go to London or to a coastal 
resort on holiday are renting flats or rooms using  Airbnb. 
But according to the white paper, many of the rental units 

8 Airbnb has made it nearly impossible to find a place to live in this city. 
Fusion Online, 24 May 2016 (http://fusion.kinja.com/airbnb-has-made-it 

-nearly-impossible-to-find-a-place-to-1793856969).

http://fusion.kinja.com/airbnb-has-made-it-nearly-impossible-to-find-a-place-to-1793856969
http://fusion.kinja.com/airbnb-has-made-it-nearly-impossible-to-find-a-place-to-1793856969
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are actually owned by relatively large, centralised busi-
nesses that specialise in rentals full time. The concern is 
that emergency authorities are not aware of the location 
or extent of these rental units, which amount to more than 
60,000 units in London. When compared with the number 
of hotel rooms – about 200,000 units – the size of the issue 
becomes clear. According to a report by the accounting 
firm Moore Stephens, the ratio (more than a quarter the 
size of the hotel industry) is similar in Brighton and Bristol.

Gordon Marsden, who was chairman of the parliamen-
tary group and the MP for Blackpool South, said: ‘There is 
an image that this is a lot of happy, jolly people with a spare 
room trying to make some pin money … That’s true, but it’s 
also true that there seems to be systematic attempts to do 
block-booking in blocks of flats. That’s problematic.’

The report revealed that there were a large number of 
hosts that listed multiple, and in some cases more than 
ten, properties and units on Airbnb, in some cases listing 
most or even all the units in a particular block of flats. As 
Marsden put it:

They have their hands on a number of different properties 
and many of those are often in large tower blocks. That 
suggests that sharing-economy platforms are increasing-
ly being used to develop tourism accommodation busi-
nesses rather than simply renting a room on an ad hoc 
basis.

This problem has appeared in the past two years in at least 
twenty cities worldwide – in every case in a setting where 
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there are restrictions on building new housing units and 
hotels, whether in the form of planning restrictions or li-
censing delays. In the case of London and New york, the 
result has been the cannibalising of existing long-term 
rental units for short-term ‘hotel’ arrangements.

The tendency is for state regulators, as shown by the 
indignation of Mr Marsden, to ‘solve’ the problem by piling 
on additional regulations, restricting Airbnb. But the real 
price signal being sent is that there is not enough housing. 
The artificial restrictions on new construction are really 
the driving force behind Airbnb being used in this way. On 
the flip side of that shortage is the occasional surplus of 
hotel rooms, which the existing system has difficulty com-
moditising and using for slightly longer-term stays. This 
idle capacity could often be available for some other use if 
the platform were more flexible.

In the case of London, there is an increasing stock of 
finished but unsold new luxury housing,9 at the same time 
that the number of ‘affordable’ flats is shrinking. The pro-
liferation of Airbnb units is a symptom rather than the 
cause of the underlying problem, which is government 
restrictions on the construction of new housing. Top-end 
developers are more able to pay the costs of overcoming 
NIMBy10 pressures and planning delays. But affordable 
housing in middle-class neighbourhoods is largely shut 

9 London’s stockpile of unsold homes jumps to an all-time high. Bloomberg, 
20 November 2018 (https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-11 

-20/london-s-stockpile-of-unsold-homes-jumps-almost-50-to-a-record).

10 ‘Not in my back yard.’

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-11-20/london-s-stockpile-of-unsold-homes-jumps-almost-50-to-a-record
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-11-20/london-s-stockpile-of-unsold-homes-jumps-almost-50-to-a-record
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down. This creates a rent premium and the conversion of 
flats to Airbnb hotels is an unintended consequence.

Nonetheless, the solution is to work to checkmate 
NIMBy vetoes, rather than veto the Airbnb activity, which 
actually increases availability for visitors and people on 
holiday to cities and resorts. The Airbnb example is indic-
ative, in fact, of the larger problem: high property prices 
generally indicate problems with regulatory structure. But 
regulatory authorities rarely recognise their own responsi-
bility, or at a minimum complicity, in creating the prob-
lems in the first place. The temptation is always to slather 
on a new layer of even more distortionary regulations and 
to blame greed and market failure for problems largely cre-
ated by ill-formed state policies.

Fairness, exclusion and ‘social credit’

Earlier the difficulty of reconceiving problems of antitrust 
or monopolies was discussed, though only superficially. 
There is a larger and deeper problem, one that will challenge 
public policy in ways that current conceptions of economic 
regulation are ill-equipped to address. The notion of fair-
ness is more than a matter of abstract social justice; access 
to the mechanics of the sharing economy is a requirement 
for the system to achieve the kind of widely shared dynamic 
growth pointed to by its advocates. And the exclusion of 
some participants means that the opportunities for innova-
tion that make such a system attractive will be missed.

There are two aspects of the ‘exclusion’ problem, one at 
the level of new entrants at the firm/app level and the other 
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at the participant/consumer level. I will consider each in 
turn.

• Firms and apps. The most obvious problem, discussed 
in an earlier chapter, is the difficulty of overcoming 
entry barriers in selling ‘trust’. It is likely that it 
will be possible to design improved apps and user 
connections for some of the core ‘sharing’ services 
such as transport or housing. But even if a new app is 
better on other margins of convenience, it will be very 
difficult to collect a portfolio of rides or properties 
with enough reviews to ensure a reliable and safe 
service. Given the choice between an older, less 
convenient app and a shiny new app with no reviews, 
many and perhaps most potential customers will stick 
with the old app. Uber has accumulated a huge stock 
of crowdsourced trust and it will be very difficult for 
any start-up to overcome that advantage.

• Individuals and ‘social credit’. Consumers, renters 
and users also face the problem of asymmetric 
information. It is common in insurance and other 
industries where adverse selection is a problem to 
look for some mechanism for sorting consumers by 
risk classification. If these sorting mechanisms are 
effective, they can actually change behaviour and 
make the whole system operate more cheaply and 
efficiently.

There is a potential problem, in terms of the loss of priv-
acy that comes from being monitored for safe behaviour. 
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A number of British providers of car insurance provide 
discounts for the installation and use of gadgets such as 
dashcams or parking sensors. Drivers who install such 
cameras, or devices that monitor speed and the aggres-
siveness of driving habits, are giving up their anonymity; 
many devices even record the time and location of stops, 
or save a record of driving routes, speeds and time spent 
at various places for the entire day. A survey conducted 
by Bodyshop Business11 found that drivers didn’t mind 
giving up their privacy; the most common objection was 
that the discount drivers received – about £28 – was too 
small. After all, the saving to the insurance company can 
be substantial and the consequent incentive to drivers to 
adjust their behaviour can make the saving even greater if 
the benefits are shared.

More generally, it does seem that there should be some 
means of making reputations portable. If an owner of a flat 
has an excellent and reliable record on Airbnb, it is likely to 
translate into trustworthiness in getting a loan or care in 
driving a car. The causation could go in the other direction: 
if having a bad credit rating or being a reckless driver neg-
atively affected one’s Airbnb host rating, then the person in 
question may be judged to be a ‘good’ citizen in all aspects 
of his or her life. And that is exactly the peril – to go along 
with the promise – of such general ‘social credit scores’. If 
the costs of everything we pay to use are adjusted by risk 
premiums or good behaviour discounts, then almost all 

11 British drivers expect insurance discounts for safety gadgets. Bodyshop 
Business, 12 July 2016 (https://www.bodyshopbusiness.com/british-driv 
ers-expect-insurance-discounts-for-safety-gadgets/).

https://www.bodyshopbusiness.com/british-drivers-expect-insurance-discounts-for-safety-gadgets/
https://www.bodyshopbusiness.com/british-drivers-expect-insurance-discounts-for-safety-gadgets/
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of our actions must be recorded and (more ominously) 
judged and scored for conformity to social norms.

China’s ‘social credit score’ has produced widespread 
controversy, often because it is poorly understood. As Nicol 
Kobie12 puts it, ‘China’s social credit system has been com-
pared to [the television series] Black Mirror … and every 
other dystopian future sci-fi writers can think up. The real-
ity is more complicated – and in some ways, worse’. Sophie 
Gilbert, writing about the Black Mirror episode ‘Nosedive’ 
in particular,13 notes that if you accept the unexplained 
premise of retinal implants that superimpose digital infor-
mation on people around you, the connection between a 
person and his or her ‘history’ becomes public. ‘The minute 
you see someone you can also see their ranking, meaning 
that reality has morphed into a pastel- colored nightmare 
of aggressive cheeriness, as citizens attempt to out-nice 
each other and bump up their ratings’.

A more serious (and non-fictional) perspective is offered 
in Lilico and Sinclair (2016):

The sharing economy has the potential to encompass a 
significant portion of economic and social life; and this 
might create a danger of a new (and potentially rather 
comprehensive) form of social exclusion. Users of certain 

12 The complicated truth about China’s social credit system. Wired UK, 
7  June 2019 (https://www.wired.co.uk/article/china-social-credit-system 

-explained).

13 Black Mirror’s ‘Nosedive’ skewers social media. The Atlantic. 21 October 
2016 (https://www.theatlantic.com/entertainment/archive/2016/10/black 

-mirror-nosedive-review-season-three-netflix/504668/).

https://www.wired.co.uk/article/china-social-credit-system-explained
https://www.wired.co.uk/article/china-social-credit-system-explained
https://www.theatlantic.com/entertainment/archive/2016/10/black-mirror-nosedive-review-season-three-netflix/504668/
https://www.theatlantic.com/entertainment/archive/2016/10/black-mirror-nosedive-review-season-three-netflix/504668/
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sharing economy platforms whose reputational ratings 
fall below key thresholds are excluded from the platform. 
Those so excluded may find it impossible to re-enter the 
platform to rebuild their reputation, because they cannot 
update their scores once they are excluded.

There is also some risk that users could become ex-
cluded maliciously or frivolously. These risks should be 
addressed from a public policy perspective.

It is tempting to want state regulation and control of exclu-
sion, to prevent misuse of the power to withhold access to 
reputation scores and misuse of the power they encompass. 
At the time of writing, there is substantial public sentiment 
in favour of ‘contact tracing’, isolating and tracking the 
movements of individuals who have been exposed to the 
Covid-19 virus, for example. But it is at least as likely that 
the misuse of this power will be centred in the state, as a 
mechanism of social control. Reputation and trust in the 
private sector are built on reliability and trustworthiness; 
trust in politics can be broken by simple acts of dissent or 
honest disagreement. I cannot pretend to resolve this ten-
sion in this short publication, but it is worth highlighting 
the concern in all its frustrating ambiguity.
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8 CONCLUSION

Platforms help human societies nurture and support co-
operation, and have been essential as long as there have 
been societies. Some platforms, such as feudal city-states, 
solved the problems of triangulation, transfer and trust by 
organising hierarchy and issuing commands. This arrange-
ment allowed important advances in artistic achievement, 
military technology and tactics, plant and animal domes-
tication, and population growth. Hierarchy allowed the 
exploitation of division of labour on a scale that up to that 
point had been unthinkable.

But there was always pressure to cooperate not just 
within, but across city-states and smaller geopolitical units. 
Cooperation across units requires markets. The transition 
from hunter-gatherer societies to city-states could be accom-
plished in command systems, and that was enough to sup-
port the first great explosion in human population and civili-
sation, the beginnings of the accumulation of knowledge and 
advances in techniques of metallurgy and tool-making. But 
wealth, the real wealth that results from the division of labour, 
requires much larger populations and a price mechanism to 
guide decentralised activity. As Adam Smith put it, division 
of labour is limited by the extent of the market. Markets want 

CONCLUSION
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to be global, in the sense that larger populations and greater 
specialisation tend to promote wealth creation.

There is a great obstacle to the smooth functioning 
of markets, operating like the friction sand causes in a 
motor. That obstacle is transaction costs, a problem solved 
internally by hierarchy but which across units requires ad-
ditional institutions. Platforms are institutions that solve 
the problems of identifying opportunity, of delivering the 
good or service and clearing the payment, and in trusting. 
They have always been important, from the souks of the 
Middle East 3,000 years ago to the Sears catalogue of the 
nineteenth century to Amazon today. The difference is 
that now platforms have become an end in themselves, re-
sulting in the effective commodification of excess capacity.

Such innovation changes everything. It makes excess 
capacity modular so it can be bought and sold as if it 
were copper on the London Commodities Exchange. As 
it stands, we pay for most durables twice: first the capital 
cost, which then stands idle most of the time, and second 
for the storage, which in cities is becoming more and more 
expensive. Neither of these costs is efficient, because once 
we get past empty symbols of elite status we may not in-
trinsically want to own and store things.1 The product we 
pay for and then store is mostly wasted. If we can share, we 

1 The striving for status, of course, is something deeply ingrained in the 
human psyche. But the symbols that confer status are something societies 
create. We can already see a generational change in this direction, in part 
driven by platforms. If you look at my social media feed, you’ll see pictures 
of my house, or my car, or other physical things. If you view my sons’ so-
cial media, you’ll see experiences: hang-gliding in Nepal, or snorkelling in 
Bermuda. Both sets of images confer status, but young people are already 
making the substitution, choosing doing things over owning things.
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can get more use, of better things, at less cost, and have a 
lot more room to go along with all that extra money.

While much of the description in this book has been 
optimistic, mostly pointing out likely positives, there may 
also be a darker side. The inequalities created by virtual 
platforms, in commodities and consumer products, in jobs, 
and in services, are a real concern. Change is not easy, but 
we are going to have to deal with it.

Change as a constant

In the biosphere, there is always a tension between being 
specifically adapted to a particular environmental niche 
and being able to respond to change. Given enough time, 
evolutionary change as a result of natural selection will 
optimise any living organism, but there is no ‘best’ answer, 
if only because a sudden change in underlying conditions 
can be catastrophic. The dinosaurs thrived until an aster-
oid strike changed the weather so much and so quickly that 
they were unable to adapt in time. Mammals, in contrast, 
were better able to survive and adapt to the new conditions 
because of their smaller size, fur coats and fast metabolism.

In the long run, the ability to adapt to change is the 
key to survival. The difference is that human societies can 
choose, unlike animals, to build flexibility and responsive-
ness into statutes and regulations. Social systems must be 
able to serve people in periods of stability, by creating pre-
dictable patterns of rules and expectations, and to serve 
people in times of disruption, by fostering innovation and 
entrepreneurship without breaking down.
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On a larger scale, competition among societies and 
innovation within societies generates change that has 
to be mediated by institutions. As Knight (1992) pointed 
out, these institutions are often the products of the need 
to generate stability and predictability. Managing funda-
mental change takes a lot of attention and energy, but it 
rewards the creative spark.

The Ottoman Empire lasted for more than 600 years; 
it was stable and internally peaceful. But this stability 
was purchased at the price of economic stagnation and 
retarded scientific progress in a dozen nations. As Kuran 
(2011) argues, stability and coherence alone are not enough. 
On the other hand, the activities of Enron Corporation 
showed that rapid adaptation, moving ahead of the ability 
of market institutions or property rights to adjust, can be 
catastrophic (Maclean and Elkind 2004).

The Industrial Revolution wiped out social and cultural 
institutions and traditions on a wide scale. Some analysts 
are now arguing that we are on the threshold of similar-
ly disruptive changes. The nature of work, our sources of 
income, and the way we own and use things may be pro-
foundly different in just a few decades.

Change and its revolutionary consequences have long 
been a central concern of social theorists. In human civi-
lisations, disruptive changes are often endogenous, gener-
ated internally by the Schumpeterian process of creative 
destruction in capitalism. Marx believed that these ‘crises’ 
would eventually destroy capitalism, as wrenching change 
evoked revolution. To be fair, Marx and Engels [1848] (1969) 
were quite right when they claimed that:
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For many a decade past the history of industry and 
commerce is but the history of the revolt of modern pro-
ductive forces against modern conditions of production, 
against the property relations that are the conditions for 
the existence of the bourgeois and of its rule. It is enough 
to mention the commercial crises that by their periodical 
return put the existence of the entire bourgeois society 
on its trial, each time more threateningly. In these crises, 
a great part not only of the existing products but also of 
the previously created productive forces, are periodically 
destroyed. In these crises, there breaks out an epidemic 
that, in all earlier epochs, would have seemed an absurd-
ity – the epidemic of over-production.

Over long periods, ‘over-production’ is actually what we 
call ‘wealth’; it’s good, not bad. It is still true, however, just 
as Marx believed, that the effects on parts of society are 
powerfully damaging. Existing jobs and ways of doing 
business are wiped out, often unexpectedly.

Joseph Schumpeter agreed, in part, but saw this as being 
not a drawback, but rather one of the chief arguments for 
capitalism (Schumpeter 1942: 82–83):

Captalism … is by nature a form or method of economic 
change and not only never is but never can be stationary. 
And this evolutionary character of the capitalist process 
is not merely due to the fact that economic life goes on in 
a social and natural environment which changes and by 
its change alters the data of economic action; this fact is 
important and these changes (wars, revolutions and so 
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on) often condition industrial change, but they are not its 
prime movers.

 Nor is this evolutionary character due to a quasi- 
automatic increase in population and capital or to the 
vagaries of monetary systems of which exactly the same 
thing holds true. The fundamental impulse that sets and 
keeps the capitalist engine in motion comes from the new 
consumers’ goods, the new methods of production or trans-
portation, the new markets, the new forms of industrial 
organization that capitalist enterprise creates [emphasis 
added].

It is all very exciting. We can see it happening around us, 
as products and services that once did not exist or were 
available only to the wealthy are now available universally 
and practically free of charge.

Saltation

One kind of disruption, which in my book Tomorrow 3.0 
I called ‘saltation’, is mostly – though not entirely – good.
Unlike biological evolution, which is gradual and slow, 
cultural evolution has a Lamarckian aspect2 and so eco-
nomic revolutions can be discontinuous and dramatic. 
In practice, this means that the institutional and legal 
preconditions for development in poor nations no longer 
need to go through a  series of dreary and time- consuming 

2 While Lamarck’s ‘inheritance of acquired characteristics’ is not consistent 
with biological genetic mutation, social and institutional evolution is a 
much more congenial setting for his ideas.
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stages; ideas can be replicated around the world at low cost, 
driven by mimicry and aspiration of the sort envisioned by 
J.-B. Lamarck (1809: chapters VI and VII, pp. 68–127).

Much of what we think we know about development, 
entrepreneurship and the function of government and 
markets is based on certain assumptions about insti-
tutions and preconditions. Software will allow even 
a nation with a corrupt government and police force, 
rudimentary banks and broken capital markets to pro-
duce useful services. Development economists have long 
told developing nations that they must follow a particu-
lar path of rule of law, independent judiciary, financial 
system, and so on. This essentially material, marginalist 
notion of ‘stages’ of development is clear in Marx, who 
said, ‘The country that is more developed industrially 
only shows, to the less developed, the image of its own 
future’ (Marx 1867).

But what if blockchain apps and cryptocurrency could 
simply operate on top of a corrupt system? Turn-key capi-
talism! Functioning markets in a box – or an ‘app’, at least! 
The reduction in prices, and an increasing variety of ser-
vices and activities available free of charge or for a very 
low cost, are likely to provide a platform for leapfrogging 
the traditional stages of development and the usual insti-
tutions required for starting and running a business. This 
jumping will disrupt the banks, the courts and the politi-
cal entities that try to control business activities, but it will 
also allow people to become competitive in nations that 
lack financial intermediaries, a system of law and state 
capacity to provide infrastructure.
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Separation

The other kind of disruption, which is already commonly 
called ‘separation’, is mostly – though not entirely – bad, 
because it means that many people will be left behind, in 
most cases through no particular fault of their own, and 
will be relegated to second-class status in wealthy nations.

I am not convinced that separation is inevitable; much 
of the discussion of the stagnation of the total compensa-
tion of the middle class has ignored the dramatic decline 
in prices for many goods and services, especially online 
platforms such as Facebook, Twitter and Wikipedia. Still, 
it is true that software is replacing a lot of service jobs, and 
this may continue for years to come.

I have argued that the key feature of the new economy is 
the commodification of excess capacity. Like the commodi-
fication of labour in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, 
this may result at first in a stretching of the income distri-
bution. Those without programming skills and who do not 
have durables, such as cars for Uber or houses for Air bnb, 
may find themselves in a difficult position economically.

The three most important impacts of the new sharing 
economy are likely to be:

• A dramatic reduction in the amount of physical stuff, 
in the form of consumer durables, being produced in 
factories by workers.

• An equally dramatic decline in the cost of having 
access to a variety of stuff and a sharp reduction in 
costs of storage.
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• An ambiguous, but unsettling, effect on real wages, 
with both the direction and variance of real wages very 
much in flux.

Over the last twenty years, two things have happened in 
US manufacturing. The total number of jobs in manu-
facturing has fallen from about 18 million to just over 10 
million; for the UK, the total fell from 3.8 million jobs in 
2000 to just over 2.5 million today.3 But the total value of 
manufacturing has increased steadily. This increase in 
productivity is good.

The problem is that it means that there are fewer people 
working in these kinds of jobs. In the past, the service 
sector has taken up the slack, but it is not clear that will 
happen this time. After all, software has the same effects 
on service jobs that robots and automation have had on 
manufacturing jobs.

I do not have a crystal ball and I have shown in the past 
that I am terrible at making predictions. But if there is a 
way to encourage saltation, because it levels the differ-
ences between developed and less developed nations, we 
should explore it. And if there are ways to mitigate the 
harmful political effects of separation, we should explore 
those too.

As was discussed in the previous chapter, attempts to use 
restrictive work requirements and minimum wages have 
understandable, even laudable, objectives. But their actual 
consequences are harmful to the very people that advocates 

3 For the US data, see the BLS (2020); for the UK data, see Rhodes (2020).
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purport to want to help. Platforms replace traditional em-
ployment contracts, and attempts to preserve traditional 
employment will artificially hasten that process.

The events of the past year show an additional advan-
tage of platforms, a feature that many observers have right-
ly decried as a drawback. Platforms take out the ‘human 
element’ of many of our purchases. Where once we had to 
rely on names, and relationships, and personal knowledge, 
now we can rely on algorithms and systems. But in a world 
where concerns about contacts and contagion have come 
to the fore, platforms may get an unexpected boost. And 
that brings us to the final consideration of this chapter: 
innovation.

The general answer: permissionless innovation

The general answer for policy implications is frustratingly 
vague – what I call permissionless innovation (Munger 
2017). Friedrich Schiller, the German philosopher and poet, 
described his vision of the beauty of the ‘Englische Tanze’ 
(English Dance) in a letter to a friend in 1793 (Wilkinson 
and Willoughby 1967: 153):

I know of no better image for the ideal of a beautiful society 
than a well-executed English dance, composed of many 
complicated figures and turns. A spectator located on the 
balcony observes an infinite variety of criss-crossing mo-
tions which keep decisively but arbitrarily changing dir-
ections without ever colliding with each other. Everything 
has been arranged in such a manner that each dancer has 
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already vacated his position by the time the other arrives. 
Everything fits so skilfully, yet so spontaneously, that 
everyone seems to be following his own lead, without ever 
getting in anyone’s way. Such a dance is the perfect symbol 
of one’s own individually asserted freedom as well as of 
one’s respect for the freedom of the other.

Schiller intends more than admiration for the lovely pat-
terns that emerge in the dance; he intends this image to be 
understood as a metaphor for human society.

The best way to describe the image is a system with 
plenty of room for saltation, in a context where separation is 
limited because everyone can participate. As Thierer (2014) 
points out, one way to define permissionless innovation as 
a guide to public policy is simply a strong presumption in 
favour of allowing experimentation with new technologies 
and new business platforms that use those technologies.

This may seem like common sense, but it is not. For dec-
ades in the US, the Bell Telephone network refused to connect 
any phones except those that it licensed. The claim was that 
the phones might not be safe, but the effect was to arrest pro-
gress at the stage of rotary phones attached by wires to walls. 
The problem went far beyond phone sets, though. Hazlett 
(2017) argues that requiring permission (to use frequency) set 
back US communication innovation by decades.

There are two kinds of obstacles to permissionless inno-
vation: requiring permission from competitors and requir-
ing permissions from regulators. The first seems absurd, 
since by definition most innovations harm competitors; 
that is what makes them innovations (Stossel 2017). The 
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second type of obstacle, needing permission from regula-
tors, seems more innocuous. But it is not. The delays in pro-
cessing applications for permission to experiment sharply 
curtail the types and frequency of experiments that are 
possible. Worse, attempts by regulators to pick winners 
and losers can pose obstacles of their own. Authorities 
may not require licences for technological experiments, 
but they do often try to pick winners by offering subsidies 
to the kinds of work that strike them as ‘promising’.

Of course, the very nature of innovation means that it 
is often the least ‘promising’ technologies – in the view of 
‘experts’ – that turn out to be the most important. A yale 
management professor famously told student Fred Smith 
that ‘[t]he concept is interesting and well-formed, but in 
order to earn better than a “C”, the idea must be feasible’. 
The idea of Federal Express may have got a ‘C’ from yale, 
but it got an ‘A+’ once it was actually implemented.

In that instance the ‘permission of competitors’ and 
‘permission of regulators’ came down to the same body: the 
US Postal Service. FedEx was allowed to slip through only 
because there was a loophole for ‘extremely urgent’ letters 
and parcels.4 And that’s the reason that ‘Extremely Urgent’ 
still appears on every envelope FedEx delivers.

We are on the brink of a new golden age of permission-
less innovation. The internet on its own is an infrastruc-
ture where a bewildering variety of innovations can be 
tried out – and (almost) all of these experiments can be 

4 Suspension for extremely urgent letters. Code of Federal Regulations, 39 
CFR § 320 (https://www.law.cornell.edu/cfr/text/39/320.6).

https://www.law.cornell.edu/cfr/text/39/320.6
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conducted without getting anyone’s permission. Think for 
a second what an inane idea Twitter is; nobody is going 
to spend any time writing short messages and even fewer 
people are going to read them. What is it? This is how Ev 
Williams, an early founder, described it:

With Twitter, it wasn’t clear what it was. They called it a 
social network, they called it microblogging, but it was 
hard to define, because it didn’t replace anything. There 
was this path of discovery with something like that, 
where over time you figure out what it is. Twitter actually 
changed from what we thought it was in the beginning, 
which we described as status updates and a social utility. 
It is that, in part, but the insight we eventually came to 
was Twitter was really more of an information network 
than it is a social network.5

The analogy to the dance is quite clear: access to the in-
ternet spawned an innovation called Twitter, but no one 
knew what it was for. Then, before long, people worked out 
a use for Twitter, because once it was there, they could ex-
periment without asking for anyone’s permission. No one, 
not even Twitter’s own founders, understood what would 
make it useful.

I have previously speculated about how Friedrich Schil-
ler might put it, if he saw Twitter today (Munger 2017):

5 Ev Williams on Twitter’s early years. 4 October 2013 (https://www.inc 
.com/issie-lapowsky/ev-williams-twitter-early-years.html?cid=em01011 
week40day04b).

https://www.inc.com/issie-lapowsky/ev-williams-twitter-early-years.html?cid=em01011week40day04b
https://www.inc.com/issie-lapowsky/ev-williams-twitter-early-years.html?cid=em01011week40day04b
https://www.inc.com/issie-lapowsky/ev-williams-twitter-early-years.html?cid=em01011week40day04b
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A spectator following a hashtag observes an infinite var-
iety of criss-crossing tweets which keep decisively but 
arbitrarily changing directions without ever censoring 
each other. Everything fits so skilfully, yet so spontane-
ously, that everyone seems to be following his own lead, 
but the thread builds into an informative whole without 
any guidance or central direction. Such an app is the per-
fect symbol of one’s own individually asserted freedom 
to convey useful truths, as well as of one’s respect for the 
freedom of the other to post random cat videos.

Economic revolutions don’t care what we think of them. 
Both problems and solutions will come from unexpected 
directions, because the platform revolution is now being 
given some welly in nearly every aspect of our lives. In 
2030, the frictions and legacy institutions that dominate 
the economy in 2021 will not look the same, and many of 
them won’t even exist.

But there may be one positive aspect to the economic 
chaos and destruction that seems to surround us. Mancur 
Olson (1982) famously argued that nations’ economies and 
vitality are sapped by what he called ‘institutional scle-
rosis’. Interest groups attach themselves, leech-like, to the 
arteries of commerce and value creation, and eventually a 
vibrant national culture grows benumbed and inert. Olson 
observed that one means of stripping away all of these para-
sites and hangers-on was war; it was the utter destruction 
of the interest-group ecosystems of Japan and Germany, on 
this account, that explain their post-war economic success. 
Olson doesn’t recommend destruction as a policy measure, 
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but he notes that the accretion of unions, lobbyists and con-
centrated interests is otherwise hard to prevent.

Final words: the next three crises

It is useful to offer some closing speculations, if only briefly, 
about what the likely policy problems will be for a chang-
ing platform economy in the next decade. There appear to 
be three distinct but connected challenges for legislators 
and regulators: the effects of (a) the Covid-19 pandemic, 
(b) information ownership and antitrust, and (c) reconceiv-
ing (un)employment.

There are reasons to be optimistic. For one thing, it is 
at least possible that regulatory authorities will conceive 
and implement a comprehensive response that addresses 
all three, with nimble and decentralised empowerment of 
the resources that permissionless innovation in platforms 
makes possible. But even if that is not true, there is an 
optimistic alternative: a crisis that moves us forward. The 
increasingly strident last-ditch defences of the dirigiste 
regimes that have dominated the UK and Europe may well 
bring down the system of price control and planning faster 
than any policy of reform. 

How is that optimistic? As Milton Friedman (1982: xi) 
famously pointed out, it is precisely the most spectacular 
economic cock-ups that produce policy reforms. Well, ac-
tually, Friedman said it rather more formally:

Only a crisis – actual or perceived – produces real change. 
When that crisis occurs, the actions that are taken 
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depend on the ideas that are lying around. That, I believe, 
is our basic function: to develop alternatives to existing 
policies, to keep them alive and available until the politi-
cally impossible becomes the politically inevitable.

It is the urgent task of those of us who see the coming 
crisis to begin now to create that coherent response that 
the political system is unlikely to provide. In closing, then, 
I’ll briefly consider the likely impact of each of those three 
connected challenges.

The Covid-19 pandemic has accelerated some aspects 
of the shift to platforms, but it has also deflected social 
and cultural norms in unexpected directions. Remote 
working and ‘gig’ work make the sort of contract work 
discussed in chapter 7 of this book much more likely, and 
create substantial problems for the impulse of many reg-
ulators to require fixed work schedules and full-time em-
ployment, with benefits. Another dramatic shift, already 
visible over the past decade but now accelerating with in-
credible speed, is the shift away from bricks-and- mortar 
retail of products, services and food, moving towards 
delivery.

Even in settings where customers still physically visit, 
the pandemic has accelerated the trend towards self- 
service. Supermarkets save labour costs, and increase 
social distancing, by ‘allowing’ customers to scan and bag 
their own groceries. If you stop by for a cheeky  Nando’s, 
you are likely to find that the person behind the cash reg-
ister has been transformed into a kiosk. Two years ago 
you looked at the overhead board and read off the names 
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of dishes and drinks, and the person behind the counter 
pressed buttons with the corresponding words printed 
on them. Now restaurants have ‘turned the cash register 
around’, so that you press the buttons and pay by insert-
ing a chip card. Fewer people, less contact and delivery all 
mean less contagion, but they also mean far fewer service 
jobs, in an economy where such positions were already 
starting to disappear.

Regulatory policy targeted at locking down the spread 
of the virus has made the prospects of moving back to 
service personnel less likely, over and above the economic 
logic. If another pandemic strikes, the investment in con-
tactless ordering and delivery will pay for itself immedi-
ately. And schools and universities, which have discovered 
that some aspects of the delivery of education can work 
quite well remotely, are likewise on a permanently differ-
ent footing regarding format and scale. 

Of course, it is precisely the concentration of the deliv-
ery of communication, information and entertainment in 
platforms that makes the second major issue, information 
ownership and antitrust, so central. Traditionally, at least 
in the UK/US common tradition, bigness alone has not 
been a crime. The idea of monopoly had more to do with 
behaviour than market share, though European Union 
regulatory authorities have debated whether size alone is 
an offence (Chee and MacDonald 2014). 

But recent events have called this doctrine, referred to 
as ‘consumer welfare’ antitrust, into question. As chron-
icled by Kovacic and Shapiro (2000), antitrust policy 
generally – but particularly in the US and the UK – was 
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transformed over the period 1890–1990 from a muddled 
conception of biases and suspicions into a coherent per-
spective on the need to reduce barriers to competition 
and outlaw contracts in restraint of trade. The ‘offence’ 
of bigness in economic firms is the use of market power 
to restrict output and raise prices, damaging consumer 
welfare. Harm to other market participants, particularly 
superior quality or efficiency that drives other firms out 
of the market, is not only not a problem, but is the point 
of the creative destruction process that harnesses permis-
sionless innovation for the good of consumers.

Recently, the notion that size alone is a problem, and 
that even market power secured by network economies and 
superior performance should be illegal, has re-emerged as 
an animating force for populist politics and regulatory ac-
tivism (Manne and Wright 2011; Dorsey et al. 2020). Some 
of this impulse originates on the political left, in concern 
about control over personal data (Facebook, Google) or 
access to products and services (Airbnb, Amazon, Uber). 
But the recent ‘deplatforming’ of Donald Trump and an 
array of others on the political right has led also to concern 
among conservatives.

This impulse to control and direct innovation and eco-
nomic activity is not limited to commentators in the leg-
acy and social media. The staff of the Democratic major-
ity of the US House Judiciary Subcommittee on Antitrust, 
Commercial and Administrative Law spent two years 
preparing justifications for aggressive action against large 
platforms, and their report was issued on 29 October 2020 
(for an overview, see Kovacic and Sokol 2021). The focus 
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of the inquiry was Amazon, Apple, Facebook and Google; 
the interesting thing is the recommendation of the report 
(Majority Staff 2020: 391): 

[T]he Subcommittee recommends that Congress con-
sider reasserting the original intent and broad goals of 
the antitrust laws, by clarifying that they are designed 
to protect not just consumers, but also workers, entre-
preneurs, independent businesses, open markets, a fair 
economy, and democratic ideals.

This goes rather far beyond throwing out the sensible and 
established consumer welfare standard, seeking to restore 
the ‘original intent’ of antitrust, specifically highlighting 
‘democratic ideals’. This kind of populist paroxysm, coming 
from the very highest levels of the government structures 
empowered to promulgate regulations, is a radical shift. 

Platforms are disruptive, but outlawing disruption has 
never worked. The problem is that democratic societies are 
obliged, in the populist conception at least, to implement the 
impulses of majorities, and more than a few demagogic pol-
iticians are happy to take up the populist banner. Worse, in 
the case of the platforms that have achieved Brobdingnagian 
stature in the past ten years, there really are unsolved prob-
lems of how to think about, much less solve, the challenges 
posed by centralised ownership and control of personal data 
and the capacity to censor and deplatform. Things in this 
arena are likely to get worse before they get better. 

Finally, (un)employment and the ‘ living wage’. There have 
been substantial agitations, in many nations, for a ‘living 
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wage’ for workers. The premise seems solid: if workers can’t 
live on the pay they receive in their jobs, the system of jobs 
is not likely to survive. The implications of the develop-
ments detailed in this book make it clear, however, that the 
current system of jobs is not going to survive. The question 
is not how to prop the system up with neo- Luddite regula-
tions, and wage and price controls, but rather how to ease 
and, if anything, speed the transition.

Newly elected US President Joe Biden campaigned on 
raising the minimum wage to $15 – more than £10 – per 
hour; the UK recently raised its minimum wage to nearly 
£9 per hour. There are legitimate questions about whether, 
in the economy of the 2000s, effective minimum wages had 
substantial impacts on employment.6

More broadly, attempts to regulate the terms of em-
ployment, lashing down work and hour arrangements that 
are already anachronistic in many industries, are likewise 
both politically popular and an awful idea. The recent ex-
perience of the US state of California, with its on-again, off-
again imposition of restrictions on contractor vs. employ-
ee work rules, is indicative of the tendency of a regulator 
to want to fight the last war instead of reimagining what 

6 But tying wages to employment in an effort to redistribute income down-
wards, in a platform economy where the shift to software and kiosks 
is already being hastened by the Covid-19 pandemic, is sheer political 
cynicism. Though see Neumark and Shirley (2021), who find that even in 
the current system the effects of minimum wages have sharply increased 
barriers to beginning employment for the least advantaged. An alternative 
way to think about the problem is the problem of local political power as a 
protection for regulatory rents; see Weingast (1995) on the general effects 
of fostering competition among jurisdictions as a means of limiting local 
barriers to employment.
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work means. The damage to most workers was easy to pre-
dict (Pofeldt 2019), and the almost immediate exemption of 
many ride-share and other workers from the law’s effects 
by popular referendum (Nastasi 2020) undid much of the 
damage. But thousands of contractors who had depended 
on flexible hours and extra income found themselves un-
able to work. 

As De Ruyter et al. (2018) note, the regulatory response 
must accept that wrenching change and a new way of 
conceiving of jobs is mandatory. One set of policies will 
need to deal with what De Ruyter and coauthors call ‘labor 
displacement and reskilling’. But even more broadly, they 
note (De Ruyter et al. 2018: 37; emphasis mine):

The second change is the very nature of work and work-
places. There will be more work located away from desig-
nated workplaces and more work that involves interac-
tion with information and communication technologies. 
The third change will be regulatory, as work will become 
‘invisible’ and geographically dispersed through online 
and subcontracting arrangements. For governments 
there will be challenges regulating employment, identi-
fying employers, collecting taxes, and supporting social 
protections.

This was written well before the global pandemic, of course, 
but the need for social distancing has made the problems 
more, not less, difficult to deal with. The global economy 
slumped, and unleashing the power of permissionless in-
novation operating over platforms will be required for any 
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meaningful recovery. Those of us who have been aware of 
the changes already happening (see, for example, Hazlett 
2020) in the new platform economy hope to be able to sug-
gest an alternative to the legacy conventions of antitrust 
restrictions and propping up wages. Because, like it or 
not, the economic logic is irresistible, and platforms are 
aggressively suggesting themselves.
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Transactions have always taken place. For hundreds of years that ‘place’ 
was a market or, more recently, a shopping mall.   

But in the past two decades these physical locations have increasingly been 
replaced by their virtual counterparts – online platforms.

Here, author MICHAEL C. MUNGER demonstrates how these platforms act 
as matchmakers or middlemen, a role traders have adopted since the very 
first exchanges thousands of years ago.

The difference today is that the matchmakers often play no direct part in 
buying or selling anything – they just help buyers and sellers find each other.

Their major contribution has been to reduce the costs of organising and 
completing purchases, rentals or exchanges.  

The SHARING ECONOMY: its PITFALLS and PROMISES contends that the 
key role of online platforms is to create reductions in transaction costs and it 
highlights the importance of three ‘Ts’ - triangulation, transfer and trust – in 
bringing down those costs.

 the

SHARING 
ECONOMY
 its PITFALLS and PROMISES 
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